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Executive Summary   

Although the conservation of agricultural land has long been a priority of Egyptian 

development policy, much of the critically needed arable land in Egypt cities and 

especially Cairo is being lost to urban development; most of which consists of illegal 

development and the remainder is planned new developments in the desert. Although a 

housing crisis has been broadcast by the international news media, it is estimated that 

Cairo may have a surplus of some 1 million housing units. 

UPA in Egypt cities, including Cairo, is integrated into the urban economic and 

ecological system: this integration includes the use of UPA residents as laborers, use of 

typical urban resources (like plant residues, organic waste as compost and urban 

wastewater for wood-trees and green-grasses irrigation), direct links with urban 

consumers, direct impacts on urban ecology (positive and negative), being part of the 

urban food system, competing for land with other urban functions, being influenced by 

urban policies and plans, etc  

Study results revealed that land tenure in UPA-Cairo areas is owned, rented or public 

land (parks, along roads, along canals and streams) however, it is insecure status.  

Secondary and primary data revealed that UPA-Cairo activities includes; food 

products, from different types of crops (like grains, root crops, vegetables, fruits) and 

livestock production (like poultry, rabbits, goats, sheep, cattle, pigs, fish, honey etc.) as 

well as non-food products (like ornamental plants, tree products, cut flowers, etc..).  

The important part of production is for self-consumption, with surpluses being traded.  

Agricultural products in Cairo are sold at the farm gate, by cart in the same or other 

neighborhoods, in local shops, on local informal markets, on the streets that neither 

secure nor healthy condition (as hawking, street food vending, community-based 

catering systems)  or to intermediaries (Co-ups) and supermarkets that secure and 

healthy condition.   

UPA-Cairo includes also related economic activities such as; processing and marketing 

activities as well as inputs (e.g. compost, fertilizers, seeds, manure, etc) and services 

delivery (e.g. animal health services) by specialized micro-enterprises. 

Lack of UPA organizations in Cairo deprives the low-income producers reduces their 

access to resources, inputs, services and markets. It is observed that a significant 

proportion of these urban poor people in Cairo have no legal rights at all. Most are 

producing under insecure land tenure conditions as well as other resources.   

The field study team have visited the UPA-studied areas and found that, there are only 

24 Agricultural producers’ Organizations, of which 10 Agricultural cooperatives 

(Coops) could be called small-scale producers’ organizations dedicated to small 

holders – to improve their productivity and income – The others are dedicated for 

large-scale producers’ organizations. 

The studied UPA-Coops can’t help address market inefficiencies and reduce 

transaction costs nor protect the holdings right of their members or develop their 

financial stakes. Coops only can provide extension services, crop inputs, and credit 

from their partnership actors (as MALR and its Departments including, cooperatives, 

extension and PBDAC.  

The rapid urbanization in Cairo was unable to create sufficient formal employment 

opportunities for the UPA poor. They also have increasing problems with the disposal 
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of UPA wastes and waste water. Most of the irrigation canals in Cairo were buried and 

farmers are using ground water instead.   

The fundamental challenge facing UPA Coops today in developing and transition 

economies is to restructure members’ incentives in ways that work constructively, in a 

commercial sense, and that harmonize members’ roles as users of the cooperative’s 

services with their role as investors providing capital. (Success stories 2-Coops in 

Matarya and Helwan) 

Study information revealed that Cairo Governorate degraded open spaces and vacant 

lands that were often used as informal waste dumpsites and were a source of crime and 

health problems, when such spaces are turned into productive green spaces and parks, 

this could be called an institutional success story, for improving the community's 

livelihood 

The technological level of the majority of UPA enterprises in Cairo is still rather low. 

However, the tendency is towards more technically advanced and intensive agriculture 

could be introduced. 

The Government’s urban policy should concentrates on three objectives:  

• Stop informal urban development on scarce agricultural land, 

• Guide urbanization towards new towns on desert land, 

• Improve living conditions in UPA poor areas. 
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Introduction 

Egypt’s urbanization started in the 1950s and will continue over the next 50 years. 
Towns will continue to develop beyond planning, driven by informal market forces.  

Informal areas will grow particularly in villages and small towns, but will also 
continue to grow in the big cities such as the Greater Cairo Region and Alexandria. 

Today 45% of Egypt’s population lives in urban areas (Brazil 80%). The Nile Delta is 
in itself a booming urban agglomeration. It is perfectly located to international 
markets and will attract more and more population in the future. In 2025 the Nile 
Delta will be an urban agglomeration of about 35 million inhabitants. Urbanization in 
Upper Egypt will continue with less economic chances and greater poverty as long as 
public administration and public services do not decentralize.  

The Government’s urban policy since the 1980s concentrates on three objectives; stop 
informal urban development on scarce agricultural land, Guide urbanization towards 
new towns in desert land, Improve living conditions in poor and underserved urban 
areas. 

Cairo city has been the capital of Egypt for more than 1000 years, its roots extended 
to more than 50 centuries. Cairo is located in the Lower Egypt to the south of Nile 
Delta and north of Middle and Upper Egypt.  

Large part of the people involved in UPA is the urban and peri-urban poor. Women 
constitute an important part of UPA farmers, since agriculture and related processing 
and selling activities, among others, can often be more easily combined with their 
other tasks in the household. In the studied areas in Cairo, It is however not difficult 
for women to combine it with urban jobs that require traveling to the town centre, 
industrial areas or to the houses of the rich. 

Although the conservation of agricultural land has long been a priority of Egyptian 
development policy, much of the critically needed arable land in Cairo is being lost to 
urban development; half of which consists of illegal development and the remainder is 
planned new developments in the desert. Although a housing crisis has been broadcast 
by the international news media, it is estimated that Cairo may have a surplus of some 
1 million housing units. 

Surface waters from the Nile River are the major source of bulk water supply in 
Cairo. However, its distribution system is inadequate. One of the largest sewage 
projects in the world vastly improved the hydraulic capacity of the waste-water 
system of Cairo, and has nearly eliminated the problem of sewage flooding. However, 
the lowest income groups in informal settlements on the periphery remain unsaved by 
existing water and waste-water system 

The important part of UPA –Cairo production is for self-consumption, with surpluses 
being traded. However, the importance of the market-oriented UPA, both in volume 
and economic value, should not be underestimated. Products are sold at the farm gate, 
by cart in the same or other neighborhoods, in local shops, on local informal markets 
or to intermediaries (coups) and supermarkets. Mainly fresh products are sold, but 
part of it is processed for own use, cooked and sold on the streets, or processed and 
packaged for sale to one of the outlets mentioned above 

The majority of small urban and peri-urban producers in Cairo operate today at the 
margin, often under illegitimate, or illegal, status. The  low-income people whose 
livelihood depends on UPA-related activities or the food chain, including people 
involved in crop, livestock and fish production or exploitation, small-scale processing, 
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marketing and preparation (such as hawking, street food vending, community-based 
catering systems).  

Lack of UPA organizations in Cairo deprives the low-income producers reduces their 
access to resources, inputs, services and markets. This lack of organizational also 
prevents the small and unorganised, weak and vulnerable groups in urban areas from 
realising the full potential of their contribution to food security, income and 
employment generation. It is observed that a significant proportion of these urban 
people in Cairo have no legal rights at all. Most are producing under insecure land 
tenure conditions as well as other resources. Currently, the precarious status of most 
small urban and peri-urban producers often forces them to use degraded or dangerous 
sites, turning to practices which are risky, unsafe and damaging to their own and 
others’ health, as well as the environment.  

The direct beneficiaries will be FAO, other bilateral and multi-lateral agencies, 
governmental and non-governmental, Ministry of Agricultural and Land Reclamation 
(MALR), Agricultural Research Centre (ARC), Agricultural Economic Research 
Institute (AERI), Ministry of Environmental (MOE), Social affairs and Developing 
Fund (SDF), Principal Bank of Development and Credits (PBDAC) , Agricultural 
Cooperatives (Coops), Consumptions Cooperatives (Coups) , municipalities and 
decentralized administrations, and NGOs,  working with UPA producers, and other 
relevant urban actors which provide or use services and products of UPA. 

General Objective is to generate knowledge that will help to better understand the types 
and performance of existing formal and informal urban and peri-urban producers' 
organizations in Cairo strengthen these and promote new organizations which will be 
more effective and sustainable. In addition the  specific Objectives; a) understanding of 
the organizational modalities and structure of urban and peri-urban producers 
organizations in Cairo city, b) Formulation of guidelines for strengthening of urban and 
peri-urban producers organizations in UPA Cairo municipalities, and c) Information and 
awareness-raising. 

 

1. Context Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Egyptian Geographical position and urbanization veins. 
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1.1 Background Information for Cairo and Egypt 

Egypt occupies the Northern corner of Africa. It is bounded by the international 

frontier of the Mediterranean Sea in the North, of the Red Sea in the East, Libya in the 

west and Sudan in the south. Its total area is 1.2 million Km2.  Egypt is 

geographically divided into four main divisions; 1) The Nile Valley and Delta 

(approx.33,000 Km2). It extends from the North Valley to the Mediterranean Sea and 

is divided into Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt, extending from Wadi Halfa to the 

south of Cairo and from North Cairo to the Mediterranean Sea. The Nile River in the 

north is divided into two branches, Damiat and Rashid embracing the highly fertile 

agricultural lands of the Delta. 2) The Western Desert (approx.680,000km2)  

Extends from the Nile Valley in the East to the Libyan borders in the west, and from 

the Mediterranean in the north to the Egyptian southern boarders. It is divided into:- 

The Northern Section: it includes the coastal plain, the northern plateau and the Great 

Depression, the Natroun Valley and Baharia Oasis.- The Southern Section: it includes 

Farafra, Kharga, Dakhla, and El-Owainat in the far south. 3). The Eastern Desert 

(approx. 325,000 Km2). It extends from the Nile Valley in the West to the Red Sea, 

Suez gulf, and Suez Canal in the East, and from Lake Manzala on the Mediterranean 

in the North to Egypt's southern borders with Sudan in the south. The Eastern Desert 

is marked with the Eastern Mountains that range along the Red Sea with peaks that 

rise to about 3000 feet above the sea level. This desert is a store of Egyptian natural 

resources including various ores such as gold, coal, and oil. 4) Sinai Peninsula 

(approx. 61,000 Km2). Sinai has a triangular shape having its base at the 

Mediterranean in the North and its apex in the South at Ras Mohammed, the Gulf of 

Aqaba to the East and the Gulf of Suez and Suez Canal to the west. It is 

topographically divided into three main sections: The southern section: it involves 

extremely tough terrain that is composed of high-rise granite mountains. Mount 

Catherine rises about 2640 meters above sea level, thus making it the highest 

mountaintop in Egypt. The Central section: it comprises the area bounded by the 

Mediterranean to the North- At-Teeh plateau to the south: it is a plain area having 

abundant water resources derived from rainwater flowing from southern heights to the 

central plateau. 

• Physical and climatic characteristics:  

The Egyptian climate is influenced by the factors of location, topography, and general 

system for pressure and water surfaces. These aspects affect Egypt's climate dividing 

it into several regions. Egypt lies in the dry equatorial region except its northern areas 

located within the moderate warm region with a climate similar to that of the  

Mediterranean region. It is warm and dry in the summer and moderate with limited 

rainfall increasing at the coast in winter. The annual average day and nighttime 

temperatures in Lower and Upper Egypt is 25 and 20, 17 and 7 respectively. 

It has been reported that the climate of the Mediterranean coastal areas including the 

Nile Delta is of the Mediterranean type characterized by the mild rainy winter and hot 

dry summer. The climate of the rest of Egypt south Cairo is of the desert type. The 

climate in Egypt is generally favorable all the year round and suitable for growing a 

wide variety of crops. Field crops cover roughly 90%of the total cropped area and 

10% for vegetables and fruits in the old and new reclaimed land.  
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Water Resources: 

Egypt depends on three main sources; the River Nile water, ground water, 

Agricultural drainage water, and rain fall (in North coast and Siena).  

Mineral & Oil Resources: 

Egypt is endowed with a fortune of important metals such as phosphates, raw iron and 

oil.  

Water resources in Egypt are limited to about 60.3 billion m
3
, 55.5 billion m

3
 from 

River Nile 4.8 billion m
3
 from under ground water and about 4.7 billion m

3
 from 

agricultural drainage water.  

 

Urbanization Process in Cairo and the Country  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Illustrates U B A areas under the study (El Matarya & Helwan and Maadi with the green 

colure). 

 

Cairo is the capital of Egypt and the largest city in the Middle East. Although Cairo 

itself is only about 1,000 years old, parts of the metropolis date back to the time of the 

Pharaohs, in the 19th century, one of the city's rulers, Khedive Ismail (1863-1879), 

sought to transform Cairo into a European- style city. This, along with the British 

occupation of Cairo in 1891, led to the development of new suburbs for the affluent 

Egyptians and foreigners. The old city was neglected and has gradually fallen into 

disrepair. By the turn of the century, most commercial activity was also moving in to 

modern Cairo. 

• Population and Demography 

Egypt Demographic Trends 

In 2000, Egypt's population came to about 70 million, making it the most populous 

Arab countries, with 24 percent of the Arab world's population.  In demographic 

terms, it was the third largest country in the Middle East after Turkey and Iran. 

El - Matarya 
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Data on the Egyptian population and its development is problematic with different 

sources using varying definitions and methodologies. United Nations data, revised in 

2000, is given in Table 1. It includes the approximately two million Egyptians living 

outside the country. The U.S. Bureau of Census and Egypt's Central Agency for 

Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAMPAS) data also include Egyptians living 

abroad. The Egyptian population census only includes those actually resident in the 

country.  

In the period 1980-2000, the population of Egypt increased by just over 24 millions or 

55 percent. In the period 2000-2020, on the basis of United Nations medium variant 

assumptions about fertility rates, it is forecast to grow by 22 million or 32 percent. 

The fall in the growth rate from 2.2 percent to 1.4 percent annually is dramatic but, in 

2000-2020, it translates into an absolute increase of 21.8 million, only two million 

less than that of 1980-2000.  

 

Table 1:  Egypt Population, 1980-2020 (mns.)  

Years Millions Increase % change 

1980 43.749 6.519 3.2 

1985 49.748 5.999 2.6 

1990 56.227 6.479 2.7 

1995 61.991 5.764 2.0 

2000 67.884 5.893 1.9 

2005f 69.997 5.923 1.7 

2010f 79.260 5.453 1.5 

2015f 84.425 5.165 1.3 

2020f 89.686 5.261 1.2 

* including Egyptians resident abroad, f = forecasts, based on medium variant assumptions  

 

Egypt has benefited from demographic transition and from the potentially low 

dependence ratio made possible by the so-called demographic gift. Despite this the 

demographic and labor force challenges are large.  The economy's performance has 

been uneven. Growth accelerated in the second half of the 1990s but fell to a slower 

rate in 2001-2002 (and probably 2003) than in the first half of the 1990s. The nature 

of growth process was also problematic. First, it was not employment intensive 

enough to absorb all those entering the labor market. Second, it did not demand 

skilled labor on a sufficient scale to absorb those completing school and college. It did 

not provide incentives for education that could help transform the quality of the labor 

force and thus its productivity.  
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The trends that are apparent in Egypt--demographic transition, large absolute 

increases in the population and labor force, uneven economic performance and high 

levels of unemployment--prevail in many other Arab countries. It will take many 

years before the beneficial demographic trends reach the point where they no longer 

put pressure on the economy. Until then, at least, Egypt and possibly other countries 

in the region will have to contend with severe economic and political constraints on 

their performance. 

 

Table 2.  Population Distribution according to sex and recent years (Millions) 

Sex 1996 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Male 30,334 33,108 33,447 34,444 35,105 35,818 36,510 

Female 28,944 31,519 31,932 32,868 33,543 34,180 34,838 

Total 59,277 64,627 65,379 67,313 68,648 69,997 71,347 

Source: CAPMAS, 2006  

 

Egypt 2006 population size is about 71 million as shown in Table 2. Total area is 

about 1.2 million km2; population density is about 2000 inhabitants/km
2
. Labour 

force in Egypt is about 30% of which about 29 in agriculture; poor people are about 

21% of Cairo population however, the ultra poor are about 5%.  The ratio of male to 

female is about 1.05: 1.00. 

Egypt's cities are growing fast, mostly without the benefit of governmental or 

municipal planning. About half of the population of Greater Cairo live in "informal", 

undersupplied and very densely populated settlements with too little space and 

inadequate social services. Many residential areas do not have clean drinking water. 

Sewerage and waste disposal are inadequate. The extreme density of the population 

gives rise to significant environmental pollution. Most of the unplanned settlements 

are built on valuable farmland. The solutions devised by the central authorities have 

yet to show lasting impact. The ratio of male to female is about 1.05: 1.00. 

 

Table 3: Cairo Population Distribution according to sex and recent years 

(Millions) 

Sex 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Male 3.835 3.899 3.968 3.978 

Female 3.662 3.731 3.786 3.786 

Total 7.497 7.630 7.754 7.764 

Source: CAPMAS, 2006 
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• Socio-Economic situation 

Cairo city is the capital of Egypt; 2006 population size is about 7.8 million as shown 
in Table 3. Total area is about 3085 km

2
; population density is about 2450 

inhabitants/km
2
. Cairo city consists of one old city and 5 new cities with about 29 

Municipalities. Labour force in Cairo is about 2.2 million; poor people are about 9% 
of Cairo population however, the ultra poor are about 2.2%. Agriculture and fisheries 
labour are about 7200. The ratio of male to female is about 1.05: 1.00. 

Egypt’s urbanization started in the 1950s and will continue over the next 50 years. 
Towns will continue to develop beyond planning, driven by informal market forces. 
Informal areas will grow particularly in villages and small towns, but will also 
continue to grow in the big cities such as the Greater Cairo Region and Alexandria. 

Today 45% of Egypt’s population lives in urban areas. The Nile Delta is in itself a 
booming urban agglomeration. It is perfectly located to international markets and will 
attract more and more population in the future. In 2025 the Nile Delta will be an urban 
agglomeration of about 35 million inhabitants. Urbanization in Upper Egypt will 
continue with less economic chances and greater poverty as long as public 
administration and public services do not decentralize.  

The Government’s urban policy since the 1980s concentrates on three objectives:  

o Stop informal urban development on scarce agricultural land, 

o Guide urbanization towards new towns on desert land, 

o Improve living conditions in poor and underserved urban areas. 

Upgrading of poor and low-income informal areas (Peri-Urban) 

Upgrading of poor and low-income informal areas comes always too late.   

It repairs the consequences of unplanned urbanization, but does not reverse the trends 

of migration and unplanned urbanization. There is no alternative in sight as long as 

public services, administration and investments are centralized and do not reach out to 

the poorest rural areas.   

Upgrading informal areas and improving the living conditions are imperative for 

social and security reasons. The conflict potential in growing and densely inhabited 

informal urban areas will become tremendous within the next 20 years.   

In 2025 half of Egypt's urban population will live in informal urban areas. They do 

not only house the urban poor. They also offer housing at reasonable prices to young, 

educated families, including public service employees. Through the process of 

migration and urbanization these communities mix, transform and add new values to 

traditional ones. They find new patterns of organization, informal economy, social 

networks and solidarity mechanisms. Here the next generations are born and grow up. 

Not only basic services such as water, wastewater, roads and garbage collection need 

to be provided. From the point of view of local communities, the most urgent need is 

jobs for the youth, basic education, health and cultural and sport stimulation for the 

youth to fight the drug addiction. 

Upgrading poor and low-income informal areas includes: 

o improving living conditions, 

o integrating informal city dwellers socially, legally, physically and economically 

into the city, 
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o Including their productive capacities into the urban economy.    

Food Security 

UPA in Egypt cities, including Cairo, is integrated into the urban economic and 

ecological system:  this integration includes the use of UPA residents as laborers, use 

of typical urban resources (like plant residues, organic waste as compost and urban 

wastewater for wood-trees and green-grasses irrigation), direct links with urban 

consumers, direct impacts on urban ecology (positive and negative), being part of the 

urban food system, competing for land with other urban functions, being influenced 

by urban policies and plans, … etc. 

1.2 Urbanization on scarce agricultural land is the dominant pattern in Egypt.  

Egypt's surface area can be divided longitudinally from North to South into successive 
development corridors, with the current inhabited corridor in its core (see Figure 1 ). The 
surface area can also be divided transversally from East to West into veins that are 
perpendicular to the longitudinal development corridors. These veins would transfer 
power, utilities, raw material and agricultural and industrial products between 
development poles and help promote population movement from currently inhabited 
areas in the Valley and Delta to the new development areas. A region would include wide 
spaces and diverse economic activities, thus increasing the region's investment and 
production potential to become economically self-reliant, phasing out central 
interventions and financing. Regions would be more capable of maximizing the synergies 
of new technologies (energy, telecommunication and information). Given their 
understanding of local employment conditions and an incentives framework 
proportionate to these conditions, regional administrative units could develop efficient 
technical and administrative cadres and generate inter-regional competitiveness in 
achieving development goals. The transversal division of Egypt's surface area should 
ensure that each region would include segments of different development activities 
(industrial, agricultural, mining, tourism etc.). It would integrate both current and new 
inhabited areas socially and economically. This diversity would help increase overall rate 
of economic development, and also make available to many regions particularly in Upper 
Egypt outlets on the Red Sea in addition to the North region outlets on the Mediterranean. 
The targeted social groups who will relocate to new communities will require special 
incentives such as inexpensive housing, or attraction factors such as significant services 
benefits and employment-directed vocational and professional rehabilitation not available 
to existing inhabitants of the old lands. It is also proposed that regional capitals be located 
in new cities and not in governorates, as this would significantly assist the growth of these 
cities and prevent overpopulation in current governorate capitals.  

95% of Egypt’s population lives on 5% of Egypt’s land. The Nile valley and the delta 

are an area as small as Switzerland and house a population as big as France and 

Switzerland together. The Nile Valley represents the highest population density in the 

world. With Egypt’s population growing by 1 million a year the density will increase 

by more than 20% until the year 2025. 

Over the last 40 years nearly all informal areas developed on agricultural land. 

Prohibitions did not work. This trend will continue as long as alternatives are not 

offered to informal land and housing markets. 

The erosion of agricultural land since 1980 is estimated at about 1 million feddans. This 

corresponds to a yearly loss of 0,6% of Egypt’s total agricultural land, which counts 

among the world’s most fertile land. This trend will continue over the next 50 years. 
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Between 1980 and 2025 nearly half of Egypt’s agricultural land will be lost to informal 

settlements. The reasons for the informal urbanization on agricultural land are:  

o The value added of agricultural production is low. Land prices for house building 

yield higher profits than for agriculture.  

o Existing ground water, even when highly polluted, allow for urbanization while 

waiting for public water networks. 

o Agricultural land is privately owned. Land markets exist. 

o Red tape allows for building on agricultural land in spite of prohibition. 

o  The local branches of the Ministry of Agriculture provide clearance for non-

agricultural use. 

o Informal housing develops close to existing communities and social and economic 

networks. 

o There are no alternatives for poor and low-income families on desert land. 

• Urbanization in Cairo 

Although the conservation of agricultural land has long been a priority of Egyptian 

development policy, much of the critically needed arable land in Cairo is being lost to 

urban development; most of which consists of illegal development and the remainder 

is planned new developments in the desert. Although a housing crisis has been 

broadcast by the international news media, it is estimated that Cairo may have a 

surplus of some 1 million housing units , however some urbanization aree looks very 

nice. (See Cairo Figure: 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: A new zone was constructed in North Cairo (+ve of Urbanization)  .   

Surface waters from the Nile River are the major source of bulk water supply in 

Cairo. However, its distribution system is inadequate. One of the largest sewerage 

projects in the world vastly improved the hydraulic capacity of the waste-water 

system of Cairo, and has nearly eliminated the problem of sewerage flooding. 

However, the lowest income groups in informal settlements on the periphery remain 

un served by existing water and waste-water systems.  

Cairo has a serious air pollution situation due to motor vehicles and industry. The city 

government frequently monitors air pollution to measure concentration of noxious 

gases. In addition, it utilizes all forms of media to promote environmental 

conservation within the city, including celebrations like the annual Nile Inundation to 

encourage environmental awareness. 
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Cairo is one of the world's most densely populated cities, with one of the lowest 

provisions of road space per capita and dramatic growth in the number of private 

vehicles. Government actions have only exacerbated this situation by spending on 

bridges and flyovers, and heavily subsidizing fuel, all of which promote the use of 

private automobiles.  

According to a United Nations 1994 estimate, the Cairo urban agglomeration remains 

home to 9.6 million people and the figure is projected to reach 13.2 million by the 

year 2010. Informal settlements in the Greater Cairo Region 80% on agricultural land 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Manshiet Nasser Naser (Middle Cairo), Informal settlement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. a Old Helwan (1930), nice healthy and  clean community 

Since 30s year, Helwan was the best place in Cairo to any body need to comfortable, 

fresh air and very nice view. But now every thing is change in Helwan, more industry    

companies, pollution, bad smog, more building, more people so more smog. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.b New Helwan, polluted environment with cement plants (-ve effect of urbanization) 
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• Urbanization on desert land 

Urbanization on desert land is the objective pursued by the Government of Egypt 

since the 1980s.  

Total investment in New Towns on desert land, designed for a targeted population of 

close to 15 million, amounts to approximately 60 billion LE (1982-2002). The 22 

New Towns on desert land are yet basically uninhabited. They are not attractive for 

the poor and low-income population. Prices are beyond their financial capacities. 

Public transport, jobs, basic services and small plots are lacking.  

Government will need to provide incentives (water, public transport, land titles at 

reasonable prices) very close to urban centres of the old valley in order to persuade 

informal small-scale housing markets and local communities to invest on desert land 

rather than on agricultural land.  

Such approaches of guided low-income housing markets were successful in many 

countries worldwide. They are much less expensive than public housing schemes and 

even less expensive than the upgrading of existing informal areas. Yet, Egyptian 

projects of this kind in the 1970s and 80s were too small, too bureaucratically handled 

and not replicated.  

The prohibition and control of informal urbanization on agricultural land proved not 

to work in the past. But incentives can guide urbanization to desert land in the future:  

o incentive schemes to small-scale investors in low-income housing and to sub-

contractors, including basic infrastructure, public transport, small plots, technical 

support.  

o preferential upgrading of existing informal areas on desert land (12% of informal 

areas in the Greater Cairo Region). 

 

2.  UPA Profile 

2.1 Historical Development and Status of UPA and Producers' Organization in 

Cairo  

• UPA traditions  

As it was mentioned in the urbanization in Cairo in chp. I , over the last 40 years 

nearly all informal areas developed on agricultural land. Prohibitions did not work. 

This trend will continue as long as alternatives are not offered to informal land and 

housing markets. 

Although the conservation of agricultural land has long been a priority of Egyptian 

development policy, much of the critically needed arable land in Cairo is being lost to 

urban development; most of which consists of illegal development and the remainder 

is planned new developments in the desert. Although a housing crisis has been 

broadcast by the international news media, it is estimated that Cairo may have a 

surplus of some 1 million housing units. 

Following sections introduces the cropping pattern, agricultural production and UPA 

producers' Organization, population characteristics development in Cairo. 
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• Recent Historical Development (the different UPA) 

Tables in annex I (1-15) describe the structure and main features of agriculture 

activities and agriculture holdings in UPA Cairo city, basic data and information from 

General Agricultural census (complete enumeration for all agriculture holdings) the 

year 2005, compared with year 2000.  

The tables include plant activities, livestock, number of poultry households and farms, 

labs of egg hatching and number of beehives, employments, … etc.   

Table (4-Annex 1) demonstrate the area of cultivated land according to its use UPA 

Cairo city in the year 2005 according to new and old land, compared with the year 

2000. The table indicates that the total cultivated area in peri-urban Cairo city was 

about 21000 Feddan (Feddan=0.42 ha.). Old land (fertile soil has been cultivated for 

ages) represented about 12% vs. about 88% for new land ( it is sandy soil and has 

been reclaimed and cultivated recently for less than ten years).  

• Recent Historical Development (Producers) 

Crops pattern 

The crops and vegetables cultivated land were about 1761 Feddan which, represented 

about 8% of the cultivated land (about 91% was in the old land and 9% was only in 

new lands). The crops and vegetables land area have decreased from 2000 to 2005 by 

about 22% due to urbanization influence, most of these crops were clover (permanent 

Berseem) and wheat.   

Fruit trees area, was about 95% in the new land and 5% only in the old land. There 

was increase from 2000 to 2005 mounted to 37%. 

- Wood trees area: was only 3 feddans at the new land, using treated waste water. 

- Plant nursery: 38 Feddan in new lands and 19 Feddan in old land. 

- Protected Agriculture: about 45 Feddan in new land was cultivated under 240 green 

houses and tunnels , while only 0.5 Feddan under 3 Green houses were in old land. 

The number of the green houses increased from 143 in year 2000 to 243 year in 2005 

and area from 33 to 45 Feddan respectively. 

We can summarize the main crops in the three districts of peri-urban as follow: 

− Al Salam land is newly reclaimed land from which about 63% is cultivated only 

with olive trees followed by mango and citrus tree with about 4% for both. 

− Maize and green fodder are the major summer crops, maize sold green and green 

fodder for animals and birds. 

− Squash, tomato and eggplant are the major winter and summer vegetables.  

− While, Berseem (fodder winter crop) in Maadi and Matarya was 70% and 28% 

respectively for livestock production. 

− Palm trees (dates) was the major fruit crops in Matariea (about 75% of fruit areas).  

Food and fodder crops: 

From table (15-Annex 1), in census 2000 we can say that the total cultivated area of 

winter crops was about 2256 Feddan; wheat, long berseem (fodder), vegetables and 

others was represented about 10%, 76%, 10% and 4% respectively. The total 

cultivated area of summer crops was about 2241 Feddan; maize, fodder, vegetables 
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and others was represented about 67%, 22%, 9% and 2% respectively. The total 

cultivated area of fruit trees was about 13967 Feddan; olive (74%), palm trees (7%), 

mango (5%), citrus (5%), grapes (2%) and others (7%). 

UPA Cairo city agriculture production provide per year about: 

− 500 tons wheat, 

− 40,000 tons berseem (clover) as winter fodder crop. 

− 4500 tons vegetables in winter 

− 5000 tons vegetables in summer 

− 3000 tons summer fodder 

− 3500 tons dates from palm trees 

− 6000 tons fruits (olive, citrus, mangue, …. etc) 

Water sources and soil drainage  

Table (5-Annex I) shows the agricultural holdings water sources and drainage for 

UPA Cairo city in the year 2000 and 2005 

• Nile River water supply to about 4038 Feddan (19%) vs. about 16972 Feddan 

(81%) piped under ground water supply. 

• Only 22% of the Old land while, about 79% of the new lands are irrigated from 

Nile River. 

• About 10% of Old land about vs. about 90 of new lands used piped under ground 

water supply. 

• Drainage: There is no drainage systems 

Livestock holdings, numbers in UPA-Cairo: from Table (6-Annex I). 

Cows Herd: Number of local cows, year 2005, was about 2982 head, owned by 

531 Holders in old land compared with only 1130 cows, owned by 21 holders in 

new lands. In contrast foreign and mixed cows was about 2440 head owned only 

by 4 holders in new land compared with 102 cows owned by 41 holders in old 

lands.   

Buffaloes Herd: Buffaloes numbers was 2805 head owned by 924 holders in the 

old land vs. 1225 owned by 19 holders in the new land (large farms). 

In general number of livestock and its holdings in the year 2005 is less than the 

year  2000. 

The total milk production of cows and buffaloes is about 20,000-25,000 tons/year. 

Sheep Herd: Sheep numbers was about 5204 head owned by 631 holders in the 

old land vs. 1427 owned by 29 holders in the new land. 

Goats Herd: Goats numbers was about 4104 head owned by 625 holders in the 

old land vs. 113 owned by 8 holders in the new land 

Camels Herd: Camels numbers was 23 head owned by 16 holders in the old land 

vs. 3 owned by 3 holders in the new land. 
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House poultry 

Table (7-Annex I) demonstrate house poultry numbers for chicken, turkeys, ducks and 

Goose, Rabbits and pigeons, most of them were in the old land; the house holders 

were 25554, 2294, 6405, 1805 and 5011 respectively, as year 2005 census data. The 

situation has been recently affected seriously by bird flew, and there was great 

damage in the poultry industry in the whole country including Cairo city. 

Specialized Agricultural Poultry Farms and cooperatives 

Most of the specialized Agricultural Poultry Farms/coup were in the new lands in 

UPA-Cairo, the majority are large-scale producers as shown in Tables (7, 8 and 9 -

Annex I) [2005], except a few labs of eggs Hatching were in the old land as shown in 

(10-Annex 1) year 2005. Which, can be summarized: 

Local hatching egg labs: 9 Holdings produce 63570 eggs/day   

New hatching eggs labs: 6 Holdings produce 250000-eggs/day average. 

- Honey Beehives: Table (11-Annex I) 

- Number of Beehives: in the new lands 4 Holdings owned 41  

- Number of Beehives in the old lands 1 Holding 50 beehives. 

- Population characteristics and employment  

Table (12-Annex 1) old land 2000 

Labor force male 8314 female 2937 

Number of Agric. employment male 4438 female 2031 

Illiteracy male 1948 female 2862 

Unemployment male 306 female 190 

Table (13-Annex I) New land year 2000 

Labor force male 2368 female 552 

Unemployment male - female - 

Number of Agric. employment male 1188 female 369 

Illiteracy male 355 female 300 

The main agricultural features and activities related to UPA- Cairo city, which 

introduced in the Tables in the index, can be summarized into: 

Agricultural Production: 

1- Crops production; (maize, wheat, clover,), 

2- Horticulture production; (vegetables, fruits trees, palm tree, wood tress, 

plant nursery, protected agriculture (Green Houses, Tunnel,. 

3- Livestock production; (cow, buffaloes, sheep, goats, camels, and pigs). 

4- Poultry production; (chicken, turkeys, ducks, goose, rabbits, eggs). 

5- Honey production. 
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Agricultural product Processing  

1- Milk processing; (milk, cheese, yogurt, butter, ice cream) products (15,000-

20,000 shops) in Cairo city. 

2- Meet processing; (luncheon, hotdogs, etc) products, And Boucher shops in 

Cairo city are about 2,000 – 2,500. number of massacres are 3. 

3- Wheat-flower processing (bakeries, bread, pasta,…) products. Every 

municipal (29) includes at least 10 local bread bakeries.  

4- Cereal and Legumes poplar food  "fool, taamia flafel, koshery, … act 

products, 

5- Corn starch production 

6- Grain milling Companies. 

7- Residues and Garbage recycle (pigs feed, …etc.). 

8- Street processing food. 

9- Poultry slaughters and selling shops about 7,000. stop working now because 

of avian influenza, by law.  

• The Organization of Marketing and Food chain   

1- Private Wholesale (El-Oboor; vegetables, fruits and fish), Public Wholesale 

(Misr, General, Misr Food provide & marketing fish and Grain milling 

Companies) 

2- Semi-wholesale; Private and cooperative (vegetables, fruits, groceries, meat, 

Poultry, and fish) 

3- Retail markets; Public, Private and cooperative (public and NGO’s co-up), 

they sell vegetables, fruits, groceries, meat, Poultry, and fish) 

4- Hawking and Street vendors; they sell vegetables, fruits, groceries, meat, 

poultry, and fish), about 12.000 – 15,000. 

5- Backing , grading and handling companies (formal, informal). 

6-    Agricultural inputs Public and Private Companies; seeds, fertilizers – 

pesticides, animal feed veterans medicines, machineries & equipments. 

Peri- urban vegetables and fruits production distribution 

- household family consumption 10-15%. 

- Local markets 35%. 

- Hawking sellers 35%. 

- whole sale  traders 10%. 

- Central markets 5%.  

Peri- urban milk production distribution 

- household family consumption 10%. 

- household family processing 10%. 

- Milk products shops 50%. 

- Hawking milk sellers 30%. 

The majority of low-income producers in Cairo, whose livelihood depends on UPA-

related activities or the food chain, including people involved in crop, livestock and 
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fish  production or exploitation, small-scale processing, marketing and preparation 

(such as hawking, street food vending, community-based catering systems) operate 

today at the margin, often under illegitimate, or illegal, status.   

• Role and benefits of UPA in the city:   

Target UPA areas characterisation and Producers' Organizations: 

Table (1-Annex I) demonstrate that Cairo city Agricultural areas which, can be 

divided into 3 main Agriculture areas or divisions. 

1- Maadi area, which is located to the south of Cairo and its Agricultural areas, is 

about 1500 Feddan. Consists of 6 villages and 4 Agric. Coops, with about 1260 

holdings.  

2- El-Matarya, which is located to the north west of Cairo and its cultivated area, is 

about 2000 Feddan. . Consists of 10 villages and 6 Agric. Coops, with about 1834 

holdings.  

3- El-Slam area, which is located to the west of Cairo and its cultivated area is about 

16000 Feddan; most of them new lands (reclaimed land), includes 14 new land 

coops. 

The total agricultural area was about 20,000 in the year 2,000 in peri-urban of Cairo 

city, now (2005) it increased to  about 28.500 Feddan due to land reclamation in El-

Slam district. In the same time the total number of holdings were decreased from 

about 4650 to 3370, most of them are private sector. Companies holdings are about 16 

with about area 1320 Feddan, while government holdings are about 18 with about 

only 230 Feddan.   

Table ( 2, 3 –Annex I) Demonstrate agricultural holdings by different forms of tenure, 

and classes of holds numbers and areas in UPA Cairo city . the total number of 

agricultural holdings are about 3820 (2005) about 80% owned and 20% rented. 

Demonstrates holding number classes and its areas as year 2000 Agricultural census. 

The total number of holdings was  about 4563, about 5% of this holdings without 

land, 37% holdings with less than one feddans about 4% of the total holdings areas, 

about 31% were rented holdings and areas. From table (3) we can say that about 70% 

of holdings less than five feddans use only about 15.6% of total holdings area (total: 

20080 Feddan). About 25% of it were rented. This result could indicate the size 

expected of low income agricultural producers in peri-urban of Cairo city. 

The field study team have visited the above mentioned target areas and found that, 

there are 24 Agriculture Cooperatives in the studied area, of which 10 co-ups could be 

called small-scale producers’ organizations dedicated to small holders – to improve 

their productivity and income – The others are dedicated for large-scale producers’ 

organizations. 

In other area, there is other type of cooperatives or associations, which called water 

user associations (WUA’s), they are primarily non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) which, registered under the Ministry of Irrigation – provide community 

development assistance. 

How important are the cooperatives, as   producers’ organizations for small holders? 

They are essential in a liberalized environment. Cooperatives (Co-ups) as producers 

organizations can help address market inefficiencies and reduce transaction costs. Co-
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ups can also provide extension services, assistance with contract farming 

arrangements, crop inputs, and credit, and help manage land and water resources. 

Egypt’s official agricultural extension system – based in several departments and 

agencies of the MALR, the cooperatives movement and in certain other public sector 

agencies – has proven itself effective in getting technical innovations into the hands of 

farmers and other producers. This work in both crop and livestock sectors has 

achieved notable results. 

2.2 Stakeholder Analysis 

Stakeholder analysis is the identification of a project's key stakeholders, an 

assessment of their interests, and the ways in which these interests affect project 

riskness and viability. It is linked to both institutional appraisal and social analysis: 

drawing on the information deriving from these approaches, but also contributing to 

the combining of such data in a single framework. Stakeholder analysis contributes to 

project design through the logical framework, and by helping to identify appropriate 

forms of stakeholder participation. Stakeholder analysis carried out in the target areas 

and classified into three types of the stakeholder which, might affect and effected by 

the project; 
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Table (4) The Secondary Stakeholders   

Secondary 

stake holders 
Interests 

Potential 

project 

impact 

Relative 

priorities of 

interests 

MALR 1. Capacity development of UPA-producers’ 

organization. 

2. Empowerment, Structure, financial, 

legitimate of Coups 

3. Enhancing UPA-Coups capability of local 

economy and urban food security. 

4. Supervising & monitoring (routine).  

(+/-) 

 

(+/-) 

 

(+/-) 

(+/-) 

2 

PBDAC 

 

1. Credit and financial support provide. 

2. Agric. input. Marketing agric. production. 

(+/-) 

 (-) 
3 

Central Agric. 

Coop Union 

(CACU) 

1. Supervisor on legitimate. 

2. Support the membership condition. 

3. Marketing.   

(-) 

(+/-) 

(+/-) 

4 

Ministry of 

irrigation and 

general affairs 

MIGA 

1. Irrigation water distribution and allocation 

2. Drainage system. 

3. Wastewater use and water mixed. 

4. Underground water. 

5. WUA. 

(+/-) 

(-) 

(+/-) 

(-) 

(-) 

5 

Ministry of 

social 

solidarity 

1. Community development. 

2. NGO’s development export. 

3. Agribusiness industry. 

4. Public-private partnership collaboration 

(Gov. producers trader and export. 

5. Welfare (retirement) for ultra poor. 

(+/-) 

(+) 

(+/-) 

(-) 
 

(+) 

2 

Municipalities 

Ministry 

1. Markets supervision. 

2. Shops or vendor Agreements 

3. Hawking control. 

4. Mentoring street food vendors. 

(+) 

(-) 

(+/-) 

(-) 

3 
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Table (5) Primary Stakeholders 

Primary 

stakeholders 
Interests 

Potential 

project 

impact 

Relative 

priorities of 

interests 

Multi cooperatives 

 

 

1. Agricultural development. 

2. Improve membership conditions & 

livelihood family income. 

3. Provide economic and sound 

services 

4. Marketing. 

5. Land conservation and protection. 

(+/-) 

(+/-) 

 

 

 

(-) 

(+) 

2 

Specialized coup 

livestock and 

poultry 

 

 

1. Provide animal feed and. 

2. Veterinary medicine. 

3. Artificial cementation, 

4. Nurseries chicks, duck, rabbit with 

low cost. 

5. Monitoring.  

(+/-) 

 

(+) 

(+) 

 

(+) 

1 

Specialized  land 

reclamation 

Coop 

 

 

1. Land reclamation and utilization 

for its members. 

2. Land distribution to non-

memberships. 

3. Land reclamation and settlement. 

4. monitoring. 

(+/-) 

 

(-) 

 

(+/-) 

 

(-) 

3 
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Table (6) External Stakeholder Analysis 

Primary 

stakeholders 
Interests 

Potential 

project 

impact 

Relative 

priorities of 

interests 

Health Ministry 1. Provide health care and valuation. 

2. Diseases early warning. 

3. Family planning and care. 

4. Food safety.  

(+) 

(-) 

(+/-) 

(-) 

3 

Environmental 

Ministry 

1. Maintain and reserve the natural 

resources against the pollution. 

2. Air pollution. 

3. Water pollution. 

(+/-) 

 

(-) 

(+) 

4 

Illiteracy 

Education 

Ministry 

1. Alleviating illiteracy. 

2. Educate young elderly specify. 

3. One-class school for women. 

(+/-) 

(+) 

(+/-) 

2 

Media (land 

secret) 

1. Provide basic agricultural 

information to produces using 

audio-Visio tools. 

2. Provide health and nutrition 

knowledge for rich food. 

3. Legislation civil rights and 

election and political rights. 

(+) 

 
 

(+/-) 
 

(-) 

2 

Local 

Development 

Fund (LDF) 

Financial support to agricultural 

projects 

(- ) 

6 

Social Fund for 

Development 

(SFD) 

-Financial support and credit actors 

for the new graduates. 

-New small-scale enterprise    

agriculture, related activities 

NGO’s   

-Alleviating poverty and improve  

-supporting the infrastructures which 

have social returns; such as 

municipal water and waste water 

treatments 

(-) 

 

(-) 

 
(-) 

(?) 

5 
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2.3 The Organization of UPA supply and food chain in Cairo: 

There are three Agricultural Departments in Cairo city; Maadi, El-Matarya and El-

slam within which has 26 agricultural Cooperatives, provide services to the 

agricultural holders in UPA areas. 

Results of stakeholder analysis showed that, MALR (which, provide capacity 

development, Structure, financial, legitimate to Coops in UPA-producers’ 

organization), Central Agric. Coop Union (CACU) (that Supervision the legitimate, 

support the membership condition and Marketing), Municipalities Ministry (MM), 

Markets supervision, Shops or vendor Agreements, Hawking control, Mentoring 

street food vendors and Ministry of social solidarity (MSS) (that support community 

development, NGO’s development for export Agribusiness industry and   welfare 

(retirement for ultra poor) are the most important Secondary stakeholders. However, 

the Bank of Agricultural and Credit Development (PBDAC) and its branches, which 

provide credits and agricultural inputs has relatively less potential and impact..  

Results of stakeholder analysis also showed that, Primary stakeholders, such as Multi 

cooperative (Multi. Coops), which provide agricultural development, improve 

membership conditions & livelihood family income, provide economic and sound 

services and Marketing, land conservation and protection have relatively high 

potential to the project impact. As well as the Specialized Coop livestock and poultry 

(Sp. Coups), that provide animal feed, Veterinary medicine, Artificial cementation, 

Nurseries chicks, duck, rabbit with low cost. On the other hand the Specialized land 

reclamation (Sp. Land reclamation Coups), support only the large-scale Land 

reclamation and utilization members. 

2.4 Constraints affecting low-income UPA producers’ Coops   

• Lack of health, education and nutrition services, which lead to additional 

burden on the poor people and make them less productive.   

• There is no much fund available nor credits and/or financial support 

information to the small scale producers that allow them take the appropriate 

decisions 

• Marketing problems, especially for low-income producers who don't have 

transport means to compete neither in the whole sale market for their products 

nor in the local market. Their Coops don't have enough tools or means to serve 

them either. Therefore, they have to sell their products either on carts or as 

street vendors with low prices.( see Figures in annex II) 

• Illiteracy problems in UPA areas were observed specially among the poor and 

the ultra poor. Percentage of illiteracy was decreased from about 90% to about 

30%, from 2000 to 2005 which means that most of the farmers who left UPA 

Cairo area were illiterate. 

• Lack of information about the poor people and/or the small scale producers, to 

be understudied or classified.   

• Lack of organization deprives the low-income producers of the institutional and 

organizational means for bargaining or negotiating with the authorities. 

• Most of the UPA producers are producing under insecure land-and other 

resources – tenure conditions or rent the land with high price. 
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• Most of the graduates who had credits from (SFD) for small-scale production 

projects are being put out of the business, because of the routine and/or failed to 

pay back the credits.  

• Low prices of agriculture products and low net return due to higher cost of 

production lead the low-income producers to quit farming and sell their land 

with high price to the real state and car Parking.   

• Lack of Irrigation and drainage systems 

• Coops relatively help the large-scale producers more than the small scale-

producers. 

• Cooperatives are not allowed to develop their capitals or assets without the 

Cooperative Department agreement (government routine work). 

• There are some related agricultural activities in the UPA-Cairo with no 

information at all, such as pigs rising. 

  

3. Institutional Profile 

3.1 Key Institutions Concerning UPA Relative Activities  

The following is an overview of MALR as a Key institution and other related 

activities and institutions (see Fig. 1, and Fig 2) 
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Figure 1. Flow Chart Illustrate Key UPA Agricultural Administration and its 

Activities
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Figure 2. Framework of Cooperatives Department and its activities 
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• Decision and policy-making 

Ministry of Agriculture: the Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for plant and 

animal production in Egypt, as well as horizontal and vertical expansion of 

agricultural land and arable land. Affiliated to the ministry, Scientific governmental 

institutions on scientific research and training, agricultural extension charged to 

supply seeds, pesticides and agricultural infrastructure like covered agricultural 

irrigation, roads, irrigation systems. The Ministry of Agriculture is a governmental 

representative in agricultural cooperatives in Egypt. 

Directorate of Agriculture: the Directorate of Agriculture is the executive institution 

in the next level, which is the arm of the Ministry of Agriculture in the governorates, 

It is also responsible for oversight of the Ministry of Agricultural departments. 

Agricultural departments: the agricultural departments is the executive institutions 

of the Ministry of Agriculture at the local level, and its activities divided to:  

Control Section, and includes : a rodent control unit, and combating agricultural pests 

unit, and horticultural control unit. Orchards Section: who is responsible for providing 

horticultural services.   

Animal production Section : who is responsible for providing services in the field of 

livestock raising and fattening, and the provision of veterinary services.    

Nurseries Section : who is responsible for providing services in the creation and 

coordination of wood and trim trees.    

Land protection Section : who is responsible for the lack of follow-up building on 

agricultural land through the financing of projects to protect land from urban 

encroachment and, through the elimination of infringements on agricultural land.    

Land and water Section : Provides irrigation water and sanitation services.   

Agricultural Affairs Section : Responsible for farmland possession, and the 

agricultural rotation, and the implementation of the legislation in the area of land 

tenure and agricultural commitment session.    

The agricultural extension and rural awareness section : The deployment of 

awareness, and concepts of rural development, follow-up to the boards of the 

associations.    

Public Relations Section: sponsors for clearing banks, canals and irrigation channels. 

The organizational structure the department of cooperative 

The department of cooperative rendered through two institutions, governmental 

representative in the Ministry of Agriculture, which is the technical and administrative 

terms provide for the management of technical cooperation in the various fields of 

agricultural and finance their salaries. And the other is popular in agricultural 

cooperative union and responsible oversight role and cooperation guideline for the 

management and gives workers cooperative, The financing of salaries. The 

government oversees all the Central Department for Cooperative at the sub-

governorate level, the detectives conducted agricultural cooperative centers, and 

detectives of all cooperative departments at the village level.   While the vertical 

relationship between the Union and all of the collaborative and managed by the 

directorate of cooperation at the level of governance, and the sub-governorate, The 

village arrangement with each of the public associations at the governorate level, 
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association level joint administrative center, The local associations at the village level 

respectively in the direction, supervision and collaborative support. 

• Financial mechanisms 

Since 1991, the Egyptian banking sector has been undergoing a continuous 

deregulation and liberalization process , characterized by the lifting of credit controls, 

liberalization of interest rates, easier market access, and stronger central bank control 

and authority . presently. The sector exhibits a well-diversified, active, and quickly-

developing structure of financial institutions. There are more than 50 private banks 

now, some of which are very dynamic and modern . but about 70 percent of the 

sector's assets continue to be held by four large, government-owned commercial 

banks. In addition , there are four specialized governmental (development) banks, and 

the principal bank for development and agricultural credit (PBDAC)system of 17 

regional banks for development and agricultural credit (BDACs) . prevailing problems 

relate to the dominance of the four large , state –owned commercial banks, historically 

undercapitalized, labor- intensive, and lending a high level of resources to large public 

sector companies. 

Their well-developed network of about 1100 branches and outlets collects sizable 

funds through deposit facilities for the public, but gives little attention to credit 

services to private small businesses, in particular for investment purposes. Also , 

customer deposits continue to be short-term in general , and banks are hesitant to take 

large risks in transforming the funds into long-term finance . the notable exception is 

the enterprise development program of the social fund for development (SFD) , 

designed to finance micro-enterprise projects by making available long-term finance 

to banking institutions and providing technical support to their clients. 

In the rural business sector, and particularly in agriculture, PBDAC and its 17 regional 

BDACs are the dominant, if not the only, institution to be extending short- and long-

term credit. Having focused in the past on seasonal credit to the farming community 

and marketing of agricultural produce and inputs, PBDAC has yet to develop into an 

institution able to provide fully-fledged financial services. 

Donor efforts spread over the sector with a large number of individual projects and 

programs, with a large-and often confusing – variety of eligibility criteria, terms, and 

conditions. previous attempts to fund private enterprise through specialized 

development banks have brought mixed results, largely because of inefficiency and 

lack of outreach towards the corporate customers. 

In Cairo peri-urban areas there are one (BDAC) in Maadi, and other one in Matarya 

also Dar El_Salam has (BDAC). 

Short – term loans  

About 40% only have the Access of BDAC credits  

- the others don’t like to deal with Banks 

- no credits for infrastructure or equipments land tenure or land reclamation. 
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Agriculture Department (AD) 

 

 

El-Slam   El-Matarya   Maadi 

 

Provide assistance to the organizations involved in UPA related activities 

(cooperatives) supervision, Extension services, in the field crops, vegetables, 

horticulture, livestock production, ….. etc) 

 

PBDAC  Decentralized (BDAC's) 

 

 

             El Salam                            Matarya                        Maadi 

 

      

Principal Bank for Development and Agricultural Credits (PBDAC) 

(Provides cooperative members with credits and project finance) 

 

3.2. Policies and legal aspects concerning UPA Coops 

• Coops were established to protect and maintain land holdings for  their  

members, 

• To access and provide crop and livestock farming production inputs at less 

expensive prices for members, without violating the environment. 

• Applied and strengthen of cooperation roles. 

• Rise and improve the well-being of members’ families. 

• Capacity building members and empowerment of women participation, by 

training.  

• Illiteracy   

• Food secure for low income producers, provide members by consumption 

commodities with low prices, secure food knowledge. 

• The Coops have been established in year 1964, and then re-established again 

in year 1981 with the modification of cooperative Law 122/80, considering 

Coops as NGO’s, and to give the elected board more authority to run and 

manage Coops. 
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3.3 Overview of UPA innovations in Cairo 

• Study information revealed that Cairo Governorate degraded open spaces and 

vacant lands that were often used as informal waste dumpsites and were a 

source of crime and health problems, when such spaces are turned into 

productive green spaces and parks, this could be called an institutional success 

story, for improving the community's livelihood (see Fig.  12 and 13 in Annex 

II). 

• Coops’ “member-user” organizations and “member- investor) as well.   

The best approach for Coops development is to change the concept of  

“member-user” organizations only to" member-user”   and “member- investor 

organization from a financial and economic perspective, is to develop more 

effective ways of mobilizing member capital and investment. This should help 

Coops to perform better as a commercial entity. To encourage members 

increasing their financial stakes for investment. Better business performance is 

essential because markets are increasingly competitive and grants and other 

forms of assistance are diminishing. 

Some UAP-Cairo Coops' board get involved in invested the capital of the 

Coop to purchase capital commodities to members and non-members and kept 

the Coops running and achieving modest return for their members. However 

members believe that board members are innovating in order to obtain more 

capital from their members. Some may regard these techniques as departures 

from classic cooperative principles, but members and leaders of the 

cooperatives involved see them as essential ways of continuing in business in 

a manner consistent with the cooperative identity.  

The fundamental challenge facing cooperatives today in developing and 

transition economies is to restructure members’ incentives in ways that work 

constructively, in a commercial sense, and that harmonize members’ roles as 

users of the cooperative’s services with their role as investors providing 

capital. 

• The principal aim of these reforms has been to raise members’ financial stakes 

(relative to other sources of capital) in the cooperative business, based on the 

assumption that increases in personally allocated member equity will increase 

the sense of member ownership in the group enterprise, make management 

more accountable to serving its members, strengthen member commitment and 

loyalty, and thus provide a true and sustainable basis for the cooperative 

operation. (Success stories 2-Coops one in Matarya and the other in Helwan) 

• Public participation ( Participatory development programme in urban 

Municipal in Cairo) 

The basic needs of the population of poor urban areas must be met (e.g. 

employment, the most basic of social and technical services and hygienic 

living and environmental conditions in their residential areas). To this end, 

local administrations and civil society organizations (NGOs) cooperate to 

provide services and encourage the population to set up their own action 

groups. Within the framework of the programme, GTZ and the KFW jointly 

support the organization and cooperation of public-sector, civil-society and 

private-sector players in poor urban areas. They introduce participatory 
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methods and finance infrastructure measures such as drinking water and 

sanitation systems in project areas in Cairo. 

Two large Urban Municipalities within Cairo (Manshiet Nasser, Boulaq El 

Dakrour) are introducing participatory procedures to improve living 

conditions, while working gradually towards ensuring legal certainty with 

respect to housing. By 2006 improvements in the basic infrastructure and 

sanitary facilities along with socially acceptable user fees should help some 

100,000 people lead a healthier life. The population is given the opportunity to 

voice their main concerns, and organize their own contributions. They are 

involved in the drafting of the framework plan for district renewal 

(Participatory Guide Plan) as well as the action plans for smaller areas (Local 

Action Area Plans). Reliable information is accessible to the general public. 

The local administration involves the private sector and the population in 

annual budget planning (Participatory Budget Planning), and implementation 

thereof is monitored the following year using bottom-up procedures. These 

local-level procedures have now been incorporated in policies thanks to 

advisory services delivered at national level. Nationwide they are being 

disseminated within the framework of training measures for local authorities. 

The application of these procedures is linked to a state promotion budget. The 

nationwide promotion of local self-help initiatives makes for rapid and 

tangible improvements for the population. The national fund promotes small-

scale projects which can be realized within a three-month period and which 

are granted funding up to a ceiling of 1,300 euros. Cooperation between the 

local authorities and the population encourages mutual trust and has shown 

how great the local development potential in poor urban areas is. (this was 

among other success stories in Cairo) 

 

4. Organizational Profile 

4.1. Coop. profile description 

Given the information mentioned in the UPA Profile the study team found out some 

activities, already have producers’ organizations (Coops), which can be classified 

according to their services into two main types; Multi-purpose cooperatives (Multi-

Coups), and specialized cooperatives (Sp. Coups) as shown in Table 7. 

Multi-purpose cooperatives: include credit, and land reclamation cooperatives. They 

provide production and marketing services to their members. Their activities include 

establishing investment projects and providing support services for their members.  

Credit cooperatives: are the sole sources for providing subsidized inputs to farmers. 

Under these circumstances, membership was not voluntary in the full sense of the 

word. Specialized cooperatives are work in more than thirteen different fields, 

including livestock, poultry, fruits , vegetables, agricultural machinery and other 

specific field crops. 

There is one general cooperative society for each one of the two cooperative types – 

that is, credit, and land reclamation in addition to the specialized cooperative. The 

Central Agricultural Cooperative union (CACU) comes on the top of the Agriculture 

cooperative movement. 
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Table (8) shows the agricultural areas and exist producers organizations (Coops) in 

UPA Cairo city. 

Agricultural cooperative in Cairo city are of the credit cooperatives type. 

NGOs registered within the Ministry of Social Affairs totalled about 14500. However, 

the number of NGOs operating in rural areas represents less than one – third of the 

total. 

 

Table (7) UPA Cairo Structure of Agricultural Credit Cooperative 

Credit cooperatives  

Level 
Multi-

purpose 
Specialized Total 

Land reclamation 

co-ops 
Total 

Local 8 5 13 14 24 

Central 2 - 2 - - 

General 1 - 1 1 2 

 

Table (8). Agricultural Areas and exist producers’ organizations (Coops) 

Division/ 

Municipals 

Agric. 

Cooperatives 
Agricultural areas Activity/Types 

Maadi Dar ElSalam 

ElBassatin 

Helwan and 

Kafr ElElwi 

Helwan 

Dar ElSalam 

ElBassatin 

Helwan and Maasava 

Kafr El-Elwi and El-Tibbin 

ElSalam, Bassatin, Helwan 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Livestock & 

poultry 

El-

Matarya 

Marg areas 

Kafr El-

Shorafa 

El-Berka area 

El-Matarya 

Rod Efarag 

Marg areas 

Kafr – ElShorafa 

El-Berka area 

El-Matarya – Ekosyreen, 

ElZawya El-Hamra 

El-Matarya – others 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Multi-purposes 

Livestock  

 

Currently, the precarious status of most small UPA-Cairo producers often forces them 

to use degraded or dangerous sites, turning to practices which are risky, unsafe and 

damaging to their own and other’ health, as well as the environment. 
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MALR and other related agencies are trying to relate with small UPA producers as 

legitimate organizational capacity. Thus enhancing their contribution to the local 

economy and urban food security. In addition to promote gender equality empower 

women, municipalities and Urban Councils as well as the National Women Councils .  

• Socio-economic categorization: 

We can divide members of agriculture organizations in peri-urban areas to 3 

categorize: 

Poor income, (less than L.E. 500 per month):  Employment persons and Farming 

labours. 

Middle income (L.E. 500 - 1000 per month): Farmers rented lands, farmers owned 

less than 3 Feddan and farmers owned less than 5-1 cows, or equal livestock units.  

high income (more than L.E. 1000 per month): Farmers owned more than 3 fedd, or 

more than 10 cows, or equivalent animal units. 

• Methodology of Selecting Representative Coops: 

Five Coops were selected purposively, four of them are of Multi-purpose Coops and 

one represents the sp. Coop (Livestock cooperative). These Coops were visited by the 

study work team and interviewed some key informants and board members 

representatives of selected Coops under the two studied areas and their partnership 

and the correspondents designed check lists were filled out. Profile and important 

information could be summarized as follow in the business analysis. 

4.2  Business analysis: Choice, planning and management 

• El-Matarya Area (  Kafr-ELShorfa and Berkat-Elhag Coops) 

In this  area there are 4 Multi-purposes Agricultural cooperatives  serve about 10 

municipalities in UPA Cairo . In addition to one livestock specialized cooperative. 

Two representative agricultural cooperative organizations were selected and 

interviewed. Since the information obtained are similar for the two selected areas, the 

study presents only the information related to Kafr El-Shorafa 

Kafr EL-Shorafa Coop. 

Establishment date and Activities domain. 

1- The cooperative has been established since year 1964, and then re-established 

again at the year 1981 with the modification of cooperative rule 122/80, as a 

NGO. 

2- The objectives multipurpose activities (crop and livestock farming) but now 

livestock farming decreased so much. 

3- Main crops: are palm trees (dates), Mango trees, vegetable crops, feed crops are 

under the trees for households  poultry and few numbers of livestock. 

• Cooperative objective: 

− Land holdings for card .its members. 

− Access to crop and livestock farming production inputs, with available prices for 

members, pesticide use . . . etc. 

− Applied and strengthen of cooperation roles. 
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− Raise of improve the well-being of members families. 

− Capacity building especially for women, by training.  

− Illiteracy controlling. 

− Food secure for low income producers, provide members by consumption 

commodities with low prices, secure food knowledge. 

 

Development of members size and land belt. 

Year 

(holding) 

coop. land belt 

(Area Feddan)* 

Index No: 
Number of 

members 

Index 

No: 

1983 749 100 333 100 

2006 193 26 139 42 

* Feddan = 4200 m
2 

 

− The total area of coop. Land belt decreased from 1983-2006 to about 26% while 

number of members decreased to about 42% for the same period. This as a result 

of building on Agricultural land.(That was a serious problem). 

− It means that the coop. Lost about 75% of its land [From unrecorded survey the 

remain agricultural area may be less than 100 Feddan.] 

− Second reason was the filling up of the only source of river water with earth 

(Tawfikia canal) because of building creeping & waste water drainage effect 

environment. 

− Third: sell agricultural land with very high price, for real state business . 

• Organization composition by age and gender: 

Most of cooperative members are more than 50 years old (about 80%), youth 

members not found also no female representative. Youth don’t like to be members 

because they like to sell land at a high prices for building purposes. 

• Managerial structure and roles: 

Management board consists of  5 members. 

� Elected chairman represent, coop. He is elected by the board with other 

institutions, he has the stamp of the cooperative, stamp the overall member 

meeting decisions. 

� Cooperative manager. Not elected, assigned from Ministry of agricultural to 

help the elected chairman. In the past he has the role of the chairman till the 

new cooperative low. 

� Secretary: Edit the meeting decisions, call for meeting every month. 
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� Treasurer: has the right with on other board member to sign all financial 

transactions. 

� The last board members. 

Coop. board meeting usually held monthly. General assembly meeting for all 

members is currying and one per year.  

• Origin of funds and resources: 

Members fees is major source of coop capital the is no other  funds sources there are 

no agric. marketing , access of agric production inputs. 

Public: Monthly salary of coop staff are paid by MALR 

• Infrastructure: 

Cooperative building is rented from private sector. 

Land Access/ ownership:                private 

Access to inputs and tools for production:            Average/level  

Access to markets:        poor 

Access to water:        poor 

Extension services and technical information access to transport:   poor 

For administrative and managerial support:      poor 

For meeting and activates:       poor 

• Coop. management problems/conflict areas : 

At present there is no more problems after low of cooperation have been modified, 

which give to the elected chairman all the management rights. In the past many 

problems and conflicts between the elected chairman and the representative of the 

Ministry of Agriculture. 

• Conflict management strategies 

The advice and informal trip meeting to solve problems between members is common 

in this area;  

Follow up and supervision of implementation the commitment of rules; 

In the case of conflicts between elected members, the chairman will try to solve the 

problem. 

The interference of the department of Agricultural and cooperative union, in coop 

activities usually leads to problems. 

• General socio-economic characterization of members: 

- Housing:  Average 

In general the area suffers from extending urbanization process.  

• Access to basic municipal services 

Except the a access of Electricity, drinking water and telephone communications the 

area suffered from the absence of roods, waste – disposal system and low quality of 

drinking water. 
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Access to Education    

The education is available for all levels. 

Access to health services  

There are health unit, nurse services, health services through the religion organization 

in the area. In addition to one day hospital and private health services. 

Poverty Level 

General family income bracket for group members per month in Average L.E 500 

to1000 for family per month; average coop member has total, income < L.E 

500/month. 

General income earned from each member per month in average less than L.E 500 for 

each member month; 

Activities done before being urban producers (by gender) the prevail activities before 

being urban producers were farming work or work with government or both. (thus for 

male and female) some were small trader or casual labor, artisan; 

Parallel and complimentary activities to UPA (by gender) The same as before. 

• Partnerships with urban actors 

Main partners in UPA: Municipal units, Education institutions, ministry of 

agricultural , department of agricultural , Principal Bank of development and 

Agricultural Credits(PBDAC). 

Land owners: individuals. 

Public health organizations 

• Challenged to the organization: 

1- Insecure land tenure because of the crabbing construction on agricultural lands, 

unstable irrigation sources after filling up the unique canal with earth, crop 

irrigation depended on under ground water, they have to dig wells with high cost. 

Building on agricultural land without any permission of the ministry of 

agricultural , un legal building in spite of the low of agric. land protection; 

Therefore, there are many problems and conflicts among individuals, land 

protection staff (MALR) municipalities, police and judge. 

2- Lack of support from local authorities and other authorities. 

3- Illiteracy.  

4- poor transportation. 

5- lack of market opportunities. 

6- negative consumer attitudes. 

7- Lack of extension services.  

8- Lack of sustainable income.  

9- poor leadership. 

10- Lack of tools and equipments. 

11- Lack of support from neighbours. 
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• Cooperative partnerships 

1- Agricultural land owners and buildings. 

2- Municipalities. 

3- Ministry of Auricular and land reclamation department of agriculture(MALR). 

4- Fund institutions – Principal Bank of Development and Agricultural Credits 

(PBDAC). 

5- Cooperative union (Follow up and supervision) 

6- Private sectors (services projects, for selling durable goods). 

Ministry of Agricultural as a partner (MALR) 

1- Extension services (farming, pesticides, …etc.). 

2- Managerial help. 

3- Crops new varieties.  

4- Follow up and supervision. 

5- Training. 

Principal bank of Development and Agricultural Credits (PBDAC) as a 

partnership 

1- Credits for members to production input access and own lands. 

2- Current accounts for members. 

3- All agric. coops. shared are depository by low in (PBDAC). 

Objectives of partnership: 

1- Agricultural land protection from building(Access to safer land tenure). 

2- Improvement in the quality of lives of members and families. 

3- Marketing agricultural products. 

4- Rebuild livestock and poultry activities. 

5- Access to consumption durable goods. 

6- Access to credits and loans for coops. Members. 

Benefits of the partnerships collective from (MALR and PBDAC) 

1- access to more land and water. 

2- Access to less expensive and quality . 

3- Development of better or sustainable practices. 

4- Access to larger or more lucrative markets. 

5- Access to safer land tenure. 

6- More stable or higher income. 

7- Investment into value adding and/or employment enterprises. 

Mechanisms of its implementations: 

1- Managerial partnership. 
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2- Establishment of villages banks. 

3- Modification of cooperative rule. 

4- Training of cooperatives members management improvements. 

5- Follow up and supervisions 

6- More independence for agric. cooperatives. 

• Problems and their possible solutions 

1- Building on agricultural land is a serious problem. 

Solution: Increase the effective and authorities of agric. land protection staff of 

agric department (MALR) with the help of local municipalities and police office. 

2- High prices for agricultural land converted to building lands attract land owners to 

sell their lands. 

Solution: Income land owners awareness that agricultural land is better on long 

run for both individual and national levels. 

3- Filling up the lonely irrigation canal source with earth increased cost of land 

irrigation. The local municipality refused to convert it.  

Solution: help farmers digging under ground weels 

4- Municipality gave a permission to store pebbles and sands on two feddans of 

coop. land. 

Solution: make a multi-committee of deferent participations to  coordinate and 

solve.  

Problem of agric. cooperatives 

The main problem has negative impact on agric. activities in UPA areas specially on 

low-income producer who don’t own land (rented  lands) and on agric. labor and on 

marketing chain as well as. This situation needs the cooperation and coordinative 

from both public and private sectors to find the appropriate solution. 

• Maadi Area (Dar El-slam and El-Bsateen & Helwan  Coops) 

In this area there are 2 Multi-purposes Agricultural and one specialize in livestock 

Coops serves the wide areas in UPA-Cairo municipalities in UPA Cairo . In addition 

to one livestock cooperative that extended its activities to other areas in the country.  

Since the information obtained are similar for the first two selected Coops, the study 

presents only the information related Dar El-salam and Helwan livestock Coops. 

- Dar El Salam Coops; 

District Maddi; 

Coop. Manager: Hossien Mekhimer 

Age: 41-50 years 

Education: university, Agric. Engineer. 

Activities: Crop and Livestock farming  

Established date: 1971 

Under the supervision of Agricultural Department of Maadi, Cairo. 
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Elected Managerial structure: 

Chairman:    male 

Treasurer:   male  

Secretary:   male 

Two elected members: male 

Assigned staff 28 (from department of agriculture), 

Contracts for trees agric. 37, 

Two female help the manager,  

Treasurer, 

Accountant: female 

- cooperative building: rented,  

- consists of two rooms, 

- household branched rented by the coop. supported consumption goods of the 

ministry of supply for nations, 

- Meeting monthly,  

- No outside finance of the coop. 

 

Member number and land area 

Year Members No: Land area (fedd.) 

1971 300 300 

2006 115 80        (40% gov. owned) 

 

− No inputs available in the coop specially after cancelling support of production 

inputs (Fertilizers, seeds, pesticides). Therefore the Coop inputs prices become 

higher than the prices of private sectors, as a result of administrative addition 

costs. Members prefer to buy the inputs from private sector.  

− The arable land is cultivated only with vegetable crops as watercress, radish, 

rocket, …etc. 

− no livestock ,  poultry or marketing activities 

− water resources are ground wells. 

− No extension services now, before two years there were monthly extension 

meeting now there are no respond of members. 

− No technology or administrative support. 

− No incentive for members to participate in the cooperative , therefore there are 

low solidarity and participation one of negative effects in addition to fund and 

financial sources. 
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− Now there isn't any meeting of management board. 

− The meeting held on papers only, to avoid cancelling (low of coop.) 

General socio – economic characterization  

Housing:     good 

Access to basic municipal services:  average 

Access to education:    good 

Access to health services:   good 

Poverty level:    low  

General family income bracket for group members per/month: L.E 1000- 1500  per 

month. 

General income earned from group by each member per month: L.E 500- 100 per 

month. 

Activities done before being urban producers  

Livestock farming:  male , female  

Casual labor, artisan:  male only 

Activity now: 

• Member and land owners become land trade selling their lands at high prices for 

building small trader, sell livestock in livestock markets. 

• there was a successful project for poultry egg production (union of cooperatives 

Maadi district)  

• The activities stopped teaberry because of the bird flu  

• Its capital now is a deposit in the bank. 

Partners with the cooperative  

Ministry of agriculture and land reclamation (MALR) extension services, supervision. 

Challenges the Coop 

1- Insecure land tenure 

2- Lack of support from local authorities. 

3- Lack of tools and equipment 

4- Lack of sustainable income. 

- Specialized Agricultural cooperative of Livestock production Coop. 

Established year 1995 as NGO work under cooperative 122/80 
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Purpose: 

− This coops has Access to animal feed at low prices and provides members to feed 

livestock (milk, animals sheep, Goats, household poultry, livestock marketing , 

trading); 

− Investment into value adding. 

− More stable and high income for members. 

− Project of poultry eggs production (about one million eggs per year) 

− Food secure for the families members. 

− Support and spread agricultural policy and cooperative principals. 

Membership size development 

Year     member number   

1995    20 

2004    190 

2006    98 

The size of the membership was only 20 members when it have started in 1995 and 

increased to reach 190 in 2004, where the coop activities were blooming all Egypt. 

However the size of the membership have decreased to only 98 as a result of a 

activating 122/1980 law, which limits coop activities to local levels only. 

Coop. Composition by age and gender. 

The prevail age were 40-50 years 

About 50% is youth 

No  female  

No renew for member list  

Managerial structure & roles 

Elected chairman: represent the Managerial board for different institutions.  

has the most of the coop. rights , as stamp , approval ..etc. 

Cooperative manage : help the chairman, implement policy and decisions of board. 

Secretary: Edit and record board meeting, invite members for meeting every week. 

Keep booking of decision and files. 

Treasurer: Has the right of signature for Financial Bank drawing or depositing 

responsible of  Coop financial.. 

Financial sources: 

The coop. capital started at L.E 2000 (financial stake one L.E) in 1995. now the 

capital reached about L.E 180000 surplus of profits from product and marketing 

animal feed and eggs. 

- Government: salaries of manager and staff from agric. Department. 

- Building and lands:    rented 

- Inputs and tools of production   good 
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- Marketing      good 

- Transport      not exist 

- Administrative and managerial support  good 

Coop management problems / conflict areas: 

No problems new after the modification of cooperative law. Before this 

modification there were many conflicts between the elected chairman and the 

assigned manager. 

Conflict management strategies:  

By the good relationships between the coop board and the members most conflicts 

and problems could be solved.  

General socio–economic characterization: 

Housing: Informal building areas in general good housed for members.  

Access to basic municipal services 

In spite of the existing of drink water, Electricity, and telephones services the area 

under suffers from bad roads and sewage, waste water, low quality of drinking water. 

In general levels of services are in average. 

- Access to education:  good  

- Access to health services:    good 

- poverty level:   low 

(It is higher for other classes people of the area) 

General family income brocket for Coop members  

It is ranged (1500-2000) L.E per month. 

General income earned from group by each member  

It is ranged (500-1000 ) L.E per month 

Activities done before being urban producers (by gender) the prevail activities were 

animal feed livestock, poultry and eggs trading. These activities carried mostly by 

male.  

Complimentary activities to UPA 

Still the same activities but on large scale. almost male. The same activities are 

carried in UAP areas at large scale by mostly male as well. 

Challenges to the organization: 

1- insecure land tenure (informal building extended on agric. Lands, violating 

environmental roles, rented holdings and coop offices) 

2- lack of support from local authorities and other actors. 

3- Lack of market opportunities. 

4- Lack of tools and equipment. 

5- The poultry project stopped working, because of bird flue. 
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Cooperative partners: 

- land and land building owners 

- feed producers.  

- importers of checks company. 

- Distributors of feed and eggs. 

- Municipalities. 

- MALR, department of agriculture. 

- Financial institutions PBDAC. 

- Cooperative union ( ad a supervisor). 

- Private sectors (traders, wholesale, retile)  

Objectives of partnership: 

- access to better inputs with low prices.  

- more stable or higher income. 

- Investment into value adding and / or employment enterprises. 

- Access to larger or more lucrative markets. 

Mechanisms of implementation  

- establishment of feed unit processing.  

- project for cattle fattening.  

- project for poultry production. 

- Development of Eggs production project. 

Problems  

- The decrease of livestock numbers at Cairo level 

- Decrease in feed quantity available. 

- Decrease of coop. members and so coop. capital 

Solutions  

- Access of inputs especially feed with low prices. 

- More credits for members  

- Increase market area all over the country 

- Access medicines for livestock and poultry. 

- Increase coop. Capital. 

- More training and extension services.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Long-term trends in UPA in Cairo 

• Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the strengthening of 

low-income small-scale producers’ organizations   (SWOT Analysis)   

SWOT analysis was used to subjectively analyze the selected low-income 

producer's Organizations in the two selected areas; (A) El-Matarya and (B) 

Maadi areas) SWOT templates for every Coop in each area are presented as a 

grid, comprising four sections, one for each of the SWOT headings: Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. Those Templates are presented in 

Tables; (A)- Templates 1 and 2 for Kafr El-Shorafa  and Berka Coops and 

Tables at El-Matarya area (B)- Templates 3 , 4 and 5 for Dar El-Slam, El-

Bassatin and Helwan Coops at Maadi area. 

 

(A) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at El-Matarya Area 

(1) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Kafr El-Shorafa Coop.) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

� Provide extension services and crop 

inputs assistance with contract farming 

arrangements credit and technological 

services. 

� Help manage land and water 

resources.  

� Geographic Location of members and 

cop. Building within Agric land belt. 

� Cop. Activities cover all agric land 

belt 

� There are a strategic way for solving 

problems and obstacles inside the 

cooperative frame. 

� Unique objectives for all members. 

� All members exist in addition to 

management council and members. 

� Follow up the low of national 

cooperative. 

� Members are from one tribe have the 

same traditions and the same 

behaviour, the tribe has it’s own tribe 

council judge. 

 

� Lack of youth and gender/members in 

coop. Members and management 

board. 

� Lack of finance from members in 

which represents the source of coop. 

� High prices of production input 

available through the coop than market 

prices. 

� Decreasing number of members. 

� Lack of production equipment and 

machinery. 

� Lack of irrigation sources. 

� Lack of marketing role for member’s 

products. 

� Subsidies cancelling policy leads to 

weak position for cooperative 

activities. 

� Multi-purpose coops activities were 

limited only to one activity, which is 

plant production activity. 

� Trading in non-agricultural commodities 

(permanent goods). 
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(A) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at El-Matarya Area 

 (1) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Kafr El-Shorafa Coop.) 

Opportunities Threats 

� Allow producers and agribusinesses to 

organize voluntarily into economic 

organizations, independent of 

government supervision. 

� Educate producers and agribusinesses 

organization on the merits of formal 

and informal production and marketing 

organization. 

� Provide cooperatives’ board members 

and managers with adequate training in 

management, financing and marketing 

under free market mechanisms. 

� Publish market information including 

input and output situation and outlook 

reports to help organizations plan their 

activities. 

� Add new reclaimed land to the 

agricultural land belt of the 

cooperative near the Desert. 

� More effective role for agricultural 

land protection division. Stop building 

on agric. Land. 

� More current meeting of cooperative 

board for follow up and supervision of 

cooperative affairs. 

� Multi-and diversity of cooperative 

finance sources. 

� Encourage other partnerships to 

cooperate and collaborate with the 

producers of the cooperative. 

� Insecure tenure holdings. 

� Lack of marketing knowledge. 

� Lack of marketing credits. 

� Decreasing of agriculture land as a 

result of building creeping. 

� The negative role of municipalities. 

� Low extension services. 

� Unstable member's income. 

� Decreasing number of cooperative 

members. 

� Under the current rules and 

legislations, the producers cannot 

establish more than one multi-purpose 

cooperative in the same area. 

� No river water sources available for 

land irrigation. Only under ground 

water. After filling up with earth the 

only irrigation. 

� Negative attitude of consumer. 

� Weakness of leader. 

� Lack of transportation means. 
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(A) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at El-Matarya Area 

(2) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Berka Coop.) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Provide extension services and crop 

inputs assistance with contract farming 

arrangements credit and technological 

services. 

• Help manage land and water resources.  

• Geographic Location of members and 

cop. Building within Agric land belt. 

• Cop. Activities cover all agric land 

belt 

• There are a strategic way for solving 

problems and obstacles inside the 

cooperative frame. 

• Unique objectives for all members. 

• All members exist in addition to 

management council and members. 

• Follow up the low of national 

cooperative. 

• Members are from one tribe have the 

same traditions and the same 

behaviour, the tribe has it’s own tribe 

council judge. 

• Lack of youth and gender/members in 

coop. Members and management 

board. 

• Lack of finance from members in 

which represents the source of coop. 

• High prices of production input 

available through the coop than market 

prices. 

• Decreasing number of members. 

• Lack of production equipment and 

machinery. 

• Lack of irrigation sources. 

• Lack of marketing role for member’s 

products. 

• Subsidies cancelling policy leads to 

weak position for cooperative 

activities. 

• Multi-purpose coops activities were 

limited only to one activity, which is 

plant production activity. 

• Trading in non-agricultural commodities 

(permanent goods). 
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(A) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at El-Matarya Area 

(2) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Berka Coop.) 

Opportunities Threats 

� Allow producers and agribusinesses to 

organize voluntarily into economic 

organizations, independent of 

government supervision. 

� Educate producers and agribusinesses 

organization on the merits of formal 

and informal production and 

marketing organization. 

� Provide cooperatives’ board members 

and managers with adequate training 

in management, financing and 

marketing under free market 

mechanisms. 

� publish market information including 

input and output situation and outlook 

reports to help organizations plan their 

activities. 

� Add new reclaimed land to the 

agricultural land belt of the 

cooperative near the Desert. 

� More effective role for agricultural 

land protection division. Stop building 

on agric. Land. 

� More current meeting of cooperative 

board for follow up and supervision of 

cooperative affairs. 

� Multi-and diversity of cooperative 

finance sources. 

� Encourage other partnerships to 

cooperate and collaborate with the 

producers of the cooperative. 

� Insecure tenure holdings. 

� Lack of marketing knowledge. 

� Lack of marketing credits. 

� Decreasing of agriculture land as a 

result of building creeping. 

� The negative role of municipalities. 

� Low extension services. 

� Unstable members income. 

� Decreasing number of cooperative 

members. 

� Under the current rules and 

legislations, the producers can not 

establish more than one multi-purpose 

cooperative in the same area. 

� No river water sources available for 

land irrigation. Only under ground 

water. After filling up with earth the 

only irrigation. 

� Negative attitude of consumer. 

� Weakness of leader. 

� Lack of transportation means. 
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

(3) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Dar El-Salem Coop.) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

� Provide extension services and crop 

inputs assistance with contract farming 

arrangements credit and technological 

services. 

� Help manage land and water 

resources.  

� Geographic Location of members and 

cop. Building within Agric land belt. 

� Cop. Activities cover all agric land 

belt 

� There are a strategic way for solving 

problems and obstacles inside the 

cooperative frame. 

� Unique objectives for all members. 

� All members exist in addition to 

management council and members. 

� Follow up the low of national 

cooperative. 

� There are many employers to service 

the members in a good office (contain 

electricity and w.c.). 

� Insecure land tenure. 

� Insecure office tenure. 

� Most of the members haven’t time for 

coop specially chairman because they 

have another businesses now. 

� Lack of youth and gender/members in 

coop. Members and management 

board. 

� Lack of finance from members in 

which represents the source of coop. 

� High prices of production input 

available through the coop than market 

prices. 

� Decreasing number of members. 

� Lack of production equipment and 

machinery. 

� Lack of irrigation sources. 

� Lack of marketing role for member’s 

products. 

� Subsidies cancelling policy leads to 

weak position for cooperative 

activities. 

� Urbanization extended to the area of 

coop.  
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

(3) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Dar El-Slam Coop.) 

Opportunities Threats 

� Allow producers and agribusinesses to 

organize voluntarily into economic 

organizations, independent of 

government supervision. 

� Educate producers and agribusinesses 

organization on the merits of formal 

and informal production and marketing 

organization. 

� Provide cooperatives’ board members 

and managers with adequate training in 

management, financing and marketing 

under free market mechanisms. 

� Publish market information including 

input and output situation and outlook 

reports to help organizations plan their 

activities. 

� Add new reclaimed land to the 

agricultural land belt of the cooperative 

near the Desert. 

� More effective role for agricultural land 

protection division. Stop building on 

agric. Land. 

� More current meeting of cooperative 

board for follow up and supervision of 

cooperative affairs. 

� Multi-and diversity of cooperative 

finance sources. 

� Encourage other partnerships to 

cooperate and collaborate with the 

producers of the cooperative. 

� Secure and large office tenure, and 

provide tools, equipment, computers, 

disks. 

� Insecure tenure holdings. 

� Lack of marketing knowledge. 

� Lack of marketing credits. 

� Decreasing of agriculture land as a 

result of building creating  

� The negative role of municipalities. 

� Low extension services. 

� Unstable members income. 

� Decreasing number of cooperative 

members. 

� Under the current rules and legislations, 

the producers cannot establish more 

than one multi-purpose cooperative in 

the same area. 

� No river water sources available for 

land irrigation. Only under ground 

water. After filling up with earth the 

only irrigation.  

� Negative attitude of consumer. 

� Weakness of leader. 

� Lack of transportation means. 

� Urbanization extended to the area of 

coop. 
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

(4) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of El-Bassatin Coop.) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

� Provide extension services and crop 

inputs assistance with contract farming 

arrangements credit and technological 

services. 

� Help manage land and water resources.  

� Geographic Location of members and 

cop. Building within Agric land belt. 

� Cop. Activities cover all agric land belt 

� There are a strategic way for solving 

problems and obstacles inside the 

cooperative frame. 

� Unique objectives for all members. 

� All members exist in addition to 

management council and members. 

� Follow up the low of national 

cooperative. 

� There are many employers to service 

the members. 

� There are agricultural trade projects for 

increasing income of coop. 

� There is a good cooperation between 

local development units for servicing 

El-Bassatin area. 

� Multi-purpose coops activities (plant 

and animal production and marketing). 

� Insecure land tenure. 

� The office is not healthy and not 

environmental place (no electricity & 

no w.c. and no rooms). 

� Lack of youth and gender/members in 

coop. Members and management 

board. 

� High prices of production input 

available through the coop than market 

prices. 

� Decreasing number of members. 

� Lack of production equipment and 

machinery. 

� Lack of irrigation sources. 

� Lack of marketing role for member’s 

products. 

� Subsidies cancelling policy leads to 

weak position for cooperative 

activities. 

� Urbanization extended to the area of 

coop.  
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

(4) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of El-Bassatin Coop.) 

Opportunities Threats 

� Allow producers and agribusinesses to 

organize voluntarily into economic 

organizations, independent of 

government supervision. 

� Educate producers and agribusinesses 

organization on the merits of formal 

and informal production and marketing 

organization. 

� Provide cooperatives’ board members 

and managers with adequate training in 

management, financing and marketing 

under free market mechanisms. 

� Publish market information including 

input and output situation and outlook 

reports to help organizations plan their 

activities. 

� Add new reclaimed land to the 

agricultural land belt of the cooperative 

near the Desert. 

� More effective role for agricultural 

land protection division. Stop building 

on agric. Land. 

� More current meeting of cooperative 

board for follow up and supervision of 

cooperative affairs. 

� Multi-and diversity of cooperative 

finance sources. 

� Encourage other partnerships to 

cooperate and collaborate with the 

producers of the cooperative. 

� Secure and large office tenure and 

provide tools, equipment, computers, 

disks. 

� Extended in agricultural trade projects. 

� Insecure tenure holdings. 

� Lack of marketing knowledge. 

� Lack of marketing credits. 

� Decreasing of agriculture land as a 

result of building creating  

� The negative role of municipalities. 

� Low extension services. 

� Unstable members income. 

� Decreasing number of cooperative 

members. 

� Under the current rules and 

legislations, the producers can not 

establish more than one multi-purpose 

cooperative in the same area. 

� No river water sources available for 

land irrigation. Only under ground 

water. After filling up with earth the 

only irrigation.  

� Negative attitude of consumer. 

� Weakness of leader. 

� Lack of transportation means. 

� Urbanization extended to the area of 

coop. 
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

 (5) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Helwan Coop.) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

� Provide extension services for 

members, and diversity production 

purposes (such as purchasing livestock 

feed - producing and marketing eggs).  

� Geographic Location of members and 

cop. Building within region belt. 

� Coop. Activities cover the region of 

El-Tabeen to El-Saida Zeinb region. 

� There are a strategic way for solving 

problems and obstacles inside the 

cooperative frame. 

� Unique objectives for all members. 

� All members exist in addition to 

management council and members. 

� Follow up the low of national 

cooperative. 

� Most of members are youth. 

� Owen finance is the basic. 

� No women members in coop. 

Members and management board. 

� Coop. Geographic region was limited 

from public to local. 

� Multi-purpose coops activities were 

limited only to one activity, which is 

purchasing livestock feed for 

members. 

� Prices of livestock feed available 

through the coop. are the same market 

prices. 

� Decreasing number of members. 

� Lack of production equipment and 

machinery. 

� Subsidies cancelling policy leads to 

weak position for cooperative 

activities. 
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(B) UPA –Low-income producers' organization at Maadi Area 

(5) Subject of SWOT analysis: (Assessment of Helwan Coops.) 

Opportunities Threats 

� Allow livestock producers to organize 

voluntarily into economic 

organizations, independent of 

government supervision. 

� Educate livestock producer 

organization on the merits of formal 

and informal production and 

marketing organization. 

� Provide cooperatives’ board members 

and managers with adequate training 

in management, financing and 

marketing under free market 

mechanisms. 

� publish market information including 

input and output situation and outlook 

reports to help organizations plan 

their activities. 

� Establishing new livestock farms to 

the belt of the cooperative near the 

Desert. 

� Create Coops. union for livestock 

feed producers and  eggs producers. 

� Establish manufacturing unit for 

livestock feeds. 

� Re-operate the farm of egg production 

and developing it.  

� More current meeting of cooperative 

board for follow up and supervision 

of cooperative affairs. 

� Multi-and diversity of cooperative 

finance sources. 

� Encourage other partnerships to 

cooperate and collaborate with the 

producers of the cooperative. 

� Coop. Builds are leasing. 

� Decreasing of livestock holds as a 

result of urbanization.  

� The negative role of municipalities. 

� Appearing and spreading Baird flow.  

� Decreasing number of cooperative 

members. 

� Under the current environmental rules 

and legislations, the livestock 

producers cannot sustain producing. 
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• Main constraints, trends and issues concerning UPA resources: 

− Cooperative building is rented from private sector. 

− Insecure land tenure, because of the crabbing construction on agricultural lands. 

− Unstable irrigation sources after filling up the unique canal with earth, crop 

irrigation depended on under ground water. 

− Lack of tools and equipments. 

− High Coops. Price of inputs and tools for production.  

− The decrease of livestock numbers at Cairo level 

• Main constraints concerning planning and decision-making 

− Lack of Access to markets, and market opportunities.  

− Lack of Extension services and technical information access to transport. 

− Poor of administrative and managerial support. 

− Poor of meeting and activates.        

− Lack of support from local authorities and other authorities. 

− Illiteracy.  

− Negative consumer attitudes. 

− Lack of sustainable income.  

− Poor of leadership. 

− Lack of support from neighbours. 

− Lack of support from local authorities and other actors 

− The poultry project stopped working, because of bird flue. 

Challenges facing The Coops: 

Cooperatives facing in general and multi-purpose agricultural cooperative societies 

specialized in the field of livestock development especially, numerous challenges, 

some of which are in the following: 

1. Institutional challenges, as the weakness of the institutions that support or 

engage those cooperatives and inconsistencies in the terms of reference and 

decisions that support the cooperatives. 

2. Financially, Such a lack of funding by financial institutions and the lack of the 

financial allocations for these associations in the agriculture and cooperatives 

budget. 

3. Administrative and organizational, that reflect the lack in the vertical and 

horizontal interaction between various administrative levels to the higher levels in 

the General Cooperative Federation and the Ministry of Agriculture. 

4. Human, like, the reduction of skills of workers associations in the face of 

previous challenges, and the absence of the concept of integration, management 

mix between providing a good standard of service, and the development of the 

association budget without violating the law. 
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5. The lack of planning in medium and long stage, and the subsequent 

encroachment on agricultural areas for settlement, and service facilities. 

6. Failure to identify the residential area at the provincial level, especially for 

vulnerable areas, The random densely populated and often combines population 

density, poverty and the lack of alternative housing for these populations to build 

on agricultural land, as well as providing desert Alternatively alternative that may 

be the best to stop urban encroachment on agricultural land. 

7. Exaggeration in the price of new lands and the conditions for building and the 

absence of real estate financing on credit terms. 

8. The decrease in the number of agricultural land holders or animal from members 

of the association as a result of declining agricultural area as an impact of urban 

encroachment on agricultural land. 

  The ability of these societies to continue is differ according to its ability to meet 

those challenges. Some associations have circumvented these circumstances to 

continue to provide services in agricultural or non-agricultural members, which 

may be assessed in the context of the failure or success. 

5.2 Conclusions and lessons learned 

UPA-Cairo Coops and related actors in the agriculture sectors should provide a 

complementary strategy to reduce urban poverty and food insecurity and enhance 

urban environmental management. In order that UPA Coops satisfy the demand, 

especially of the poor people of the population in Cairo. 

• Most of Coops' agricultural holdings areas were reduced significantly and their 

holders' sizes were reduced as well. Neither Coops board nor their partnerships 

(governmental Administration, General Cooperative, and Central Cooperation 

Union) helped or protected the Coops' members against urbanization construction.   

• The fundamental challenge facing UPA Coops today in developing and transition 

economies is to restructure members’ incentives in ways that work constructively, 

in a commercial sense, and that harmonize members’ roles as users of the 

cooperative’s services with their role as investors providing capital of the Coops.  

Food production in the city is in many cases a response of the urban poor to 

inadequate, unreliable and irregular access to food, and the lack of purchasing power. 

Success stories and failures of the multi-purpose and specialized Coops: 

A success story for multi-purpose Coop in “Kafr El-shourafa”: 

The Coop in “Kafr El-Shourafa” has faced some of challenges to continue it’s 

services to members, and for survival. Coop directed it’s little financial resources to 

trading in durable goods at approaching the cost with addition marginal profit for 

developing Coop financial resources, and servicing the members and the local 

community, and so distributes surplus profits of the project to Coop members. 

Although the reservation to non-investment efforts in the provision of services related 

to agricultural activities, However, the activity of providing durable goods is consider 

as a step on the road to survival, which may result in the future amendments to the 

Coop activity in the agricultural field. 
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A success story for development of animal wealth Coop in Helwan: 

The Coop began it’s activities in 1995 with about 22 member, reached to 123 

members, and capital amounted by L.E 2000 only. Its activity is provide an animal 

fodder for its members and any people in republic. After three years the scope of the 

activity reduced to local level with just 95 members. In the same time Coop added 

new activity, that produce table eggs with capacity of one million egg/cycle (14 

month), managing in financially concept, to offer one of the animal protein at a low 

price for members and all consumers at local level. Now the Coop’s capital has 

increased up to L.E 180 thousand. In present time Coop planning to add a 

manufacturing unit for animal fodder, but the spread of bird flu (Avian influenza) to 

affected the work scheme for a while. 

A failure story of the Livestock Development Coop (Ahmed Oraby agricultural 

Foundation) in Matarya: 

 The Coop established by members from certain families investing in a development 

of animal wealth. However, limiting in agricultural and animal holding, and 

cancelling subsidy for production inputs, accordingly, the members changed the 

Coop’s activity to another activity, that reclaiming the lands and dividing it for sale. 

The lessons learned from examining the current situation of the agricultural 

cooperative associations 

1. Multiple partners for multi-purpose and specialized agricultural cooperative 

societies has made it difficult to deal with all partners to research and study due to 

inadequate funding available for study. 

2. Oppose policies and the fragmentation of responsibilities between governors, 

cooperatives, agriculture, irrigation, the environment, and the spread of corruption, 

which contributed greatly to the limit encroachment on agricultural land. 

3. The inability of the cooperative law in many settings to a strengthening of 

agricultural cooperatives in Egypt in view of the amended more than once a 

prelude to abolishing the role and assigning that role all investments to the private 

sector cooperatives. 

4. The negative role of public policies, and economic reform programs in liberalizing 

the market, and the removal of subsidies on production requirements. 

5. Omission of anti-poverty policies for the fact that 97% of the agricultural 

producers are small holders who own less than 5 Feddan, and 86 of those 

undocumented possession of less than 3 Feddan. 

6. The negative effects of the new law-tenant relationship, which allowed the owner 

evicted or to impose prices he can’t pay, which contributed to increasing the 

unemployment rate by shifting the producers to be farm workers not absorbed 

through agricultural labor market, which receded fades farmland in the study 

areas, and not giving the importance to the land as community resources, such as 

environmental encroachment on the ground by remnants storing  build 

requirements. 

7. The uncontrolled building on agricultural land threats the development of low 

producer organizations, increase un employment people and thus increase poverty. 

It affects farmers who rent land more the land owners. 

8. The agricultural area has not now any source of river Nile water. Now it depends 

on ground water with high cost. 
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5.3 Recommendations: 

1. Search to amend the law on cooperative in harmony with the needs of agricultural 

producers and small-holders of the land or livestock, or the launch by the 

cooperative in working to achieve their interests and resources development 

associations to redress the effects of economic reform on the poor and small-scale 

producers. 

2. Encourage agricultural producers to innovate their cooperation, and the type of 

solidarity among themselves, and strengthen the role of civil society organizations 

in this area. 

3. Further study of the forms of cooperation between the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Cooperative Union. 

4. Allocating residential area in Egypt governorates, especially in the provinces 

which have the urban areas and semi-urban. 

5. Increase the effective protection of agricultural lands. 

6. Improve the irrigation system is necessary. 

Road map for solving problems 

1. Uncontrolled building on agric. Lands 

Stop uncontrolled building on agricultural land, (agric. Land protection) this 

implies a great cooperative between ministry of agriculture and land reclamation, 

ministry of municipalities and  ministry of interior, this also need to increase the 

awareness of land owners don't sell the agric. Land it is difficult to compensate 

old fertile land by new reclaimed land. 

2. Irrigation problems 

Most of River Nile canals were buried and the only source of irrigation water are 

under ground water. This increase the cost of production. The areas now are in 

need to a project to improve irrigation system. With the help of ministry of 

irrigation. 

3. land drainage 

There is no any means of land drainage Agric. Lands are in need to cover 

drainage.  

4. Poultry Avian Influenza 

Poultry influenza caused a disaster for household poultry production. 

Poultry were the main source of low-income producers and poor people to protein 

food. (Average protein per capita 18 gm/day). We have to compensate those 

people, help them to reestablish poultry production, this is the responsibility of 

MALR. 

As a result of Avian Influenza the small shops of slaughtering and selling poultry 

were ordered to stop, (some of them change the activity to sell only frozen 

chicken, others continue to work illegally) consequently the employers lost their 

jobs and income. Now it is argent to solve this problem and give the permission of 

those shops to reestablish its activities under the control of MALR, ministry of 

health and ministry of environment. 
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It is better for this activity to be grouped in one union in the level of UPA Cairo 

city. 

5. Illiteracy fighting  

Responsible of ministry of education and the civil society.  

6. Cooperative role improvement  

Promoting management autonomy of cooperatives. 

Conduct organizational development workshops for cooperative board members 

and staff focus on clarifying the respective role and the responsibilities of the 

board of director of the cooperative manager and on the defining the 

organizational mission of it , including ways to improve cooperative organization 

to convert into profit, orients, fully autonomous. 

7. Food security and poverty reduction 

Freedom from poverty and malnutrition is a basic human right. 

A properly fed, physically strong and active population enhances labour as 

intellectual productivity therefore, ensuring food security in urban and peri-urban 

Cairo city is a good investment in human capital development that will effectively 

contribute to healthy growth of the economy. 

8. Financial support for Agribusiness 

The concept of collateral as currently applies by bankers is not flexible enough to 

meet the needs of enter perverse especially for women.  

Farmers lack access to appropriate, as equate and timely in formation. Coop. 

organization members and employees are unrestrained, and need new programs in 

technical training and in managing an agribusiness to increase their chances of 

success.  

Broaden the concept of collateral as used by banks to allow methods of providing 

credit that give more opportunity for low-income producer to obtain loans to 

Finance their agribusiness. 

9. Agricultural Technology 

Low – income producer's particularly small holders often lack access to new 

technology. The government is attempting to improve contracting and extension 

services holders. 

10. Market Information 

Is the basis in which farmers, traders, and food processors identify as develop 

domestic market opportunities. 

11. Coop unions for all. 

Farming workers, employment, hawking sellers, vender's… etc. 
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Table (1) Number of holdings and agricultural areas in Cairo UPA (2000, 2005) 

Holdings of lands Companies Holdings 

Serial No. 
District or 

division 

Number of 

agricultural 

areas (village) 

Number of 

agricultural 

cooperatives 

Total number 

of holdings 

(individuals) 
Number 

Area 

(Feddan) 
No. Area feddans 

1 Maadi 6 4 1260 1198 1495 12 90 

2 Matarya 10 6 1834 1650 2330 1 2 

3 ElSalam 14 14 1559 1559 16255 8 1239 

Total 2000 30 24 4653 4407 20080 21 1331 

Total 2005  24 3370 3821 28510 16 1319 

 

 

 Table (1) Continue 

Government holdings Others 
S.N District or division 

Number Area (feddans) Number Area feddans 

1 Maadi 7 7 4 186 

2 Matarya 6 178 3 44 

3 ElSalam 3 43 1 8 

Total 2000 16 228 8 238 

Total 2005 18 229 8 238 

(feddans = 4200 m
2
 = 42 ha) 

Source: Agricultural census, UPA Cairo city, Egypt 1999/2000 Agriculture census, UPA Cairo City, Egypt, primary data 2004/2005.
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Table (2) Agricultural holdings by different forms of tenure UPA Cairo city, 2000, 2005 

Total holdings Owned Rented 

Item 
No. 

Area 

Feddan 
No. 

Area 

Feddan 
No. 

Area 

Feddan 

New lands 2005 1622 25329 1622 25329 - - 

Old lands 2005 2199 3161 1473 2480 722 692 

Total 2005 3821 28510 3095 27809 722 692 

Total 2000 4407 20080 3520 19094 857 856 

 

Table (3) Classes of holding numbers and areas in UPA Cairo city 2000 

Holdings number Areas of holdings Rented holdings 

area Classes of holdings 
No. % Cumulative  No. % Cumulative  No. % 

Area  % 

Without land 246 5.3 5.3 - - - - - - - 

Less them one feddans 1741 37.4 42.7 779 3.9 3.9 546 31.4 244 31.3 

1- 787 16.9 59.6 956 4.8 8.7 192 24.4 244 25.5 

2- 353 7.6 67.2 784 3.9 12.6 80 22.7 181 23.1 

3- 93 2.0 69.2 310 1.5 14.1 21 22.6 69 22.3 

4- 71 1.5 70.7 300 1.5 15.6 8 11.3 33 11.0 

5- 128 2.8 73.5 678 3.4 19.0 8 8.2 44 6.5 

7- 936 20.1 93.6 7587 37.8 56.8 1 0.1 8 0.1 

10- 160 3.4 97.0 1627 8.1 64.9 - - - - 

15- 50 1.1 98.1 827 4.1 68.0 - - - - 

20- 35 0.8 98.9 815 4.1 73.1 - - - - 

30- 23 0.5 99.4 851 4.2 77.3 1 4.3 32 3.8 

50- 15 0.3 99.7 933 4.6 81.9     

100 Feddan and more 15 0.3 100.0 3633 18.1 100.0     

Total 4653 100  20080 100.0  857 19.4 856 4.3 
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Table (4) Area of cultivated land according to its use, UPA, Cairo city, years 2000, 2005. 

Total holdings Holding including cultivated land 

Cultivated area 
Crops and 

vegetables 

Fruit tress 

(orchards) 
Wood tress 

Plant 

nursery 
Protected agriculture  

Item 
No. 

Area 

Feddans 
No. 

Area 

fedd. 
No. 

Area 

fedd. 
No. 

Area 

fedd. 
No. 

Area 

fedd. 
No. 

Area 

fedd. 
No. 

No. of 

green 

houses 

Area 

fedd. 

New 

land 
1622 25329 1622 18429 113 141 1589 18202 2 3 10 38 17 240 45 

Old 

land 
2199 3181 2199 2605 1587 1620 657 965 - - 112 19 1 3 12 

Total 

2005 
3821 28510 3821 21035 1700 1761 2246 18167 2 3 122 57 18 243 45 

Total 

2000 
4407 20080 4402 16402 2041 2263 2355 13966 7 10 159 127 16 143 33 

 

Table (5) Agricultural holdings water sources and drainage for UPA Cairo city 2000, 2005. 

Total holdings include 

agric. land 

Nile River water 

supply holdings 

Piped water supply 

holdings 

Other sources water 

supply holdings 

Without any means of 

drainage holdings 
Item 

No.  
Agric. land 

area fedd. 
No.  

Agric. land 

area fedd. 
No.  

Agric. land 

area fedd. 
No.  

Agric. land 

area fedd. 
No.  

Agric. land 

area fedd. 

New land  1622 18430 610 3169 1007 15236 5 25 1622 18430 

Old land 2199 2605 851 869 1348 1735 - - 2188 2605 

Total 2005 3821 21035 1461 4038 2355 16972 5 25 3821 21035 

Total 2000 4402 16402 2140 4603 2185 11671 78 127 3797 15383 
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Table (6) Livestock holdings, animal holdings and numbers for UPA Cairo city 2000, 2005. 

Cattle local 
Cattle foreign 

mixed 
Buffaloes Sheep Goats Donkeys Camels 

Item 
No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

cows 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

cows 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Buffaloes 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Sheep 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Goats 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Donkeys 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Camels 

New 

land 
21 1130 4 2440 19 1225 29 1427 8 113 - - 3 3 

Old 

land 
531 2982 41 102 924 2805 631 2504 625 4104 853 875 16 23 

Total 

2005 
552 4112 45 2542 943 4030 660 6631 633 4217 853 875 19 26 

Total 

2000 
1064 3419 81 3489 1542 5586  7066 1079 4340 1435 1540 115 431 

 

Table (7) Number of poultry house and holdings in UPA Cairo city, 2000, 2005. 

Chicken Turkeys Ducks goose, swan Rabbits pigeons 

Item No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Chicken 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Turkeys 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Ducks 

goose 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

Rabbits 

No. of 

holdings 

No. of 

pigeons 

New land 14 1040 3 12 5 69 - - 11 775 

Old land 1115 24514 467 2282 876 6336 195 1805 431 4236 

Total 2005 1129 25554 470 2294 881 6405 195 1805 442 5011 

Total 2000 2901 52810 401 2352 2228 19165 802 7050 3009 100055 
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Table (8) Holdings include specialized agricultural poultry farms, UPA Cairo city 2000, 2005. 

Chicken farms 
Eggs laying hens 

farms 
Turkeys farms Ducks farms Rabbits farms Pigeon towers Ostrich farms 

Item 
No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of chicken 

per day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

number 

of laying 

hens in 

farms per 

day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of turkeys 

per day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of ducks 

per day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of rabbits 

per day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of pigeon 

per day 

4/10/2005 

No. of 

holdings 

Total 

number 

of 

ostrich 

per day 

4/10/200 

5amels 

New 

land 
14 1763000 17 597000 4 5345 5 4060 9 2970 11 4180 6 295 

Old 

land 
1 1000 1 36000 1 750 2 1050 3 11500 - - - - 

Total 

2005 
15 1764000 18 633000 5 6095 7 5110 12 14470 11 4180 6 295 

Total 

2000 
22 157180 20 282880 4 1800 5 5402 5 760 17 5180 4 267 

 

Table (9) Farms of chicken mothers in UPA Cairo city, years 2000, 2005. 

Item Holdings number 
Maximum number of 

chicken in one round 

Total number of chickens 

in farms per day 4/10/2005 

New land 2 30000 27000 

Old land - - - 

Total 2005 2 30000 27000 

Total 2000 5 156000 131100 
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Table (10) Labs of egg hatching in UPA Cairo city, year 2000, 2005. 

Labs of local hatching in UPA Cairo city Labs of new hatching in UPA Cairo city 

Item Holdings 

number 

Maximum 

number of eggs 

per one round 

Total number 

of eggs per one 

round 

Total number of 

actual rounds 

for all hatching 

labs per agric. 

year 2004/2005 

Total number 

of eggs in the 

day 4/10/2005 

Holdings 

number 

Maximum 

number of 

eggs per one 

round 

Total number 

of eggs per 

one round 

Total number 

of actual 

rounds for all 

hatching labs 

per agric. 

year 

2004/2005 

Total number 

of eggs in the 

day 4/10/2005 

New land - - - - - - - - - - 

Old land 9 72400 33 58 63570 1 360000 6 12 250000 

Total 2005 9 72400 33 58 63570 1 360000 6 12 250000 

Total 2000 15 158000 79 436 143450 3 3708000 39 520 3027500 

 

Table (11) Number of beehives in UPA Cairo city, years, 2000, 2005 

Holdings include new beehives Holdings include local beehives 
Item 

Number Number of new beehives Number of holdings Number of local beehives 

New land 4 41 - - 

Old land 1 50 - - 

Total 2005 5 91 - - 

Total 2000 5 51 - - 
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Table (12) Population characteristics and employment in UPA Cairo city agricultural areas, old land, the year 2000 

Number of household 
Number of households 

individuals 
Labour force 

Unemployment 

number 

Number of agric. 

employment 
Illiteracy number 

Total 
Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 

5387 4784 603 21309 12570 8739 11251 8314 2937 496 306 190 6469 4438 2031 4810 1948 2862 

 

Table (13) Population characteristics and employment in UPA Cairo city agricultural areas, new land, the year 2005 

Number of household 
Number of households 

individuals 
Labour force 

Unemployment 

number 

Number of agric. 

employment 
Illiteracy number 

Total 
Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 
Total 

Male 

head 

Female 

head 

2238 1988 250 3568 2649 919 2920 2368 252 1 - 1 1557 1188 369 655 355 300 

 

Table (14) Cropping pattern in Cairo agriculture areas (2000) 

UPA areas Maadi Al Matarya Al Salam New land Total 

Summer crops 1133 843 67 2043 

Summer vegetables 46 108 44 198 

Winter crops 1127 846 80 2053 

Winter vegetables 72 97 35 204 

Fruit trees 297 1387 12282 13966 

(Area/Feddan=0.42 ha) 

MALR, EAS, Data 2000. 
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Table (15) UPA Cairo city crop pattern food crops, fodder crops, fruit trees (2000) 

Winter crops Summer crops Fruit tress 

Crop Area fedd. % Crop Area fedd. % Crop Area fedd. % 
Number of 

trees 
% 

Wheat 223 10 Maiz 1493 67 Olive 10339 74 1378494 73 

Long 

berseem 

(fodder) 

1722 76 Fodder 500 22 Palm trees 1013 7 103003 5 

Vegetables 204 10 Vegetables 198 9 Citrus 700 5 90111 5 

Others 107 4 Others 50 2 Grapes 206 2 146438 8 

      Others 992 7 110261 6 

Total 2256 100 Total 2241 100 Total 13967 100 1881154 100 

MALR, EAS, Agriculture census 2000. 
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Annex II 

 

UPA – Cairo Photos 
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Fig (1): fish marketing at public Market 

Fig. (2): Cow Butcher (not safety not 

healthy) 
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Fig (3): Goats and sheep marketing 
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Fig (4): Mango-cart at the down town of 

Cairo (street vendor) 

 

Fig (5): Vegetables street vendor in a new 

urbanization area in east Cairo  

 

Fig (6): Faba beans sandwich (Fool & 

falafel sandwich) by street hawking, 

not safety nor healthy (dishes and 

water are not clean) 
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Success Stories 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig (7): International park was established 

in a vacant area in Madenat Nassr  in 

Cairo (Municipal success) 

  

Fig (8): Garbage places was replaced by green 

area and park by the Government  
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Fail stories 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 

Fig (9): Milk marketing, not safety nor healthy 

(tanks are not clean), milk tanks usually are not 

clean 

 


